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Ih]'IERIM SCHEDULE SPRII.]G 1982

The schedule of events for this term was ori"ginal1.y planned to incl.ude
two recordings, one with Simon Hass and possihly one with Vangel-is. Both
are stil-I J-ike1y to happen in the near future br-rt we have encounter:ed
technical prr:blems orrer availahiliLy of studios and the other personnel
invo.l-ved, and these are still bei.ng re:;olvr-.d.
Meanwhil-e, therefore, rehearsals r^riIl continue for the forthcomi-ng
pe::formances listed below and wiil be held at St. tlarylebone Parish Church
every Tuesrlay at 7pm unless announced otherwise, vrith the excL-p{;ions of
Apr-i1 6 and 13, w}ren we will have a break fo:: East.er.

As soon as an-\' recordi-nq sessions are arranged, full tlr:r-ails will be circulated
and any necessary modifications to the present rehearsal schedule wiIL be made.
Attached is a list of rehearsa] and concert dates and we should be most gra+,efu1
if you could j-ndicate any tiures that 1's11 will no-r* be available. Whil.e r,,re: cannot
of course keep a complete r:eco::d of ever:yone's diaries to hand, it r,rould be most
heipful if you could add details of any long periods when you may be dwal , so
thal tuhen it c<rmes to planning sessions we knor.r of any particul-a::ly inconvenient
times.

are also trying to arLange a vreekend in Somerset a:d two possible dates are
May 1*2-3(bank holiday i'aonday) or June 19-20. Please indicate your availability
for t-hese and further details will foliow shortly"

We

CONCERT DETAILS

SUNDAY

4 .ApRIL l-98? S?.

JOHNTS CHURCFI, DfcSlJtiI_,1,, WEr,tdYN GARDEN CITy

3pm Rehearsal
8pm Cr:ncert

Dress: DJs/Iong i:lack

PenitenLial Motets
Suite Franc,aise (wind*band only)
Fou.r

Poulenc
Poulenc
Kodaly

Programme:

Strarrinsky

with the
hrmlrtlslAY 25

Missa tsrevis
Mass

Alrna Wind EnsemLrle

ST" LUKEIS

MAY

CHURCH CHELSEA,

KI]NSINGTON AND CI{ELSEA

FESTTVAi,

6pm Rehea.rsal

Dress; men, lounqe suit-s; women, black, preferabty not
too tdress.., I .
A Festival High Mass including the Str:avinsky Mass anC motets to be
Bpm

performance

announced.

Please give your

cornp-l-et.ed

forms

"Lo

Anne-l4arie and let her know if your availability
changes (TeI : Ol-73O 0l6I Ext. 50)
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Francis Poulenc (1e99 - l95r)

Jean Carter (soPrano)

for a penitential seasonr were written
just before the last war. They are settings in
for
Latin of four of the tTenebraer responsories
'
HolY ,Teek.

These rmotets

:

T_imor"-et-.tremor: rFear and trembllng cane upon met
for
d,nd. darkness covered r:ie; have mercy on me, Lordt
my

soul trusts in

You.

vineyard, f planted'
you: how have you. turned' to bitterness, that you
should crucify f9r and releaBe Sarabbas?l
Tenebrae factae sunt: rDarkness covered the earth

]/}neq,-mea

electa:

rO n,y chosen

1

BEI.IED

ICTIOI|

M-]}T

LA

IE

camille saj_nt-3aens (ta35 - tgzt)
Saint-Saens wrote

this short

wedding blessing

for

organ

in 1B)!, while he via.s organist at the l,r..ad.eleine in
Faris. It was there that Liszt heard him improvising,
and proclai-ned him the greatest organist in the world.

I#II}ES CBG/]iI

Zollan I{odaly

(raez

-

L957)

'Laudes organit was written tn 1956, to a corrunission
from the -lrnerican Guild of Crganlsts. Kcdaly chose to
celebrate the organ by setting a twelftLr-century text

in pralse of the instrument. In fa,ct the organ plays
the lead.ing role j_n the work, only orrrrasionall;r
acting as supporting accomlaninrent to the choir"
The text praises the God-given skill_ of.music,
exhorting the people to sing songs of praise, which w1Il
be heard at the throne of the ,almighty. It asks God to
grant eternal life to Guido d_tlrrezzo, the eleventh_
centdrry monk who laid the foundations of modern
musi"cal notation.
I1ITERVAL

MI,SSA BREV]S

Zoltan l{oda1y

Ann },tanly

(soprano)

Jean Carter

(soj:rano)

JuJla

(

-t',}eId

Robert Scafes
Ilalcolm Eield

contralto)
(tenor)
\ u4JD /

of the tl,,iissa brevist originated in a solo
organ work written in 1942. The chorus and. organ
version was completed in L915; three years later
The music

ag;:.i-n, i.od.aly crch,*'strate$

the organ part.

!

part of ihe mass is framcd. by an or6an
solo fntroito" arrd a-final tTte , rnissa estt; 5-n
betlreen come the usu-al- sir secti-ons: ].yrie,
The choral

Glori-a, Credo, ianctus, Ienedictus and :,g11ls. .hch
of tire choral movements ls set continuously, and
there are several. cross-references between
move.nents. The .Agnus opens with music from the Gloria;
then the final phrase of the .xgrrltsl tlona nobls pacemr,
uses the opening music of the Kyrie: both the

*:

i,:

i i\

r

plainsong-llke opening theme, and the central
for three etherlally-soaring solo sopraros.

phrase

cHOrR; rf you would ,rn* *o be acided
to the maillng r-ist for information about the choirrs
forthcoming concerts, or if you would like to
support
the Choirls a.ctivities as a patron, please contact
Ann }.tlan1y, B }lna Sq.uare, London N\;Ig
9eX,.
Te1: OL-286 ,944,
dlrrG11551 cH-{ir'BER

From: The Secretary, Anne-I{arie Curror
10 Light Horse Court, Royal Hospitat, SW3
Te1: 01*730 0161
L5.2.32
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t"farylebone Parish Church

June 1O(Thursday)

7.OOpm

Rehearsal

June

7.OOpm

il

il

7.00pur

tt

ll

15

June 16

(Wed)

June 18
June 19

Evening

June

20

Late afternoon

Depart for weekend
East Coker
Return to London

June

22

7 "Oopnt

Rehearsal
il

June

29

7.OOpm

JuIy

3

3.0opm

Rehear sa

8. O0pm

CONCERT

1

in East Coker

St. lfarylebone Parish Church
Ramstrury, l{i1-ts
il

PROGRAMI"IES:

Itlarch

9, St.

Marylebone: Kodaly: l{issa Brevis and Laudes Organi:
Poulenc: Quatre motets pour un temps de penitence

April 4 Digswell:

r"odaly Missa Brevis
Poulenc: Quarter motets pour un temps de penitence

Stravinsky: Ilass

May 26, Chelsea:

East Coker

Weekend

S

travinsky:

Mass

Rachmaninov: oogoroditse Dievo
Stravinsky: The Dove_DesCending
Progranrmes have yet
of the weekend is:

to finalised but the overall plan

Evening of Friday 18, travel to East Coker
Saturday 19 morning: rehearsal
Saturday 19 afternoon: Village fete/bunfight etc,
including some impromtu madrigals etc.
Saturday 19 evening: Concert in Bast Coker Court of
sectlar pieces plus piano (probably some of the Liebesl-ieder,
Schubert, etc.) followed by wine and cheese
Sunday 2O morning: Parish service including some movements
from Dvorak Mass in D and Stravinsky The Dove Descending
Sunday 2O Afternoon: Cricket Match, tea, return to London
Accournodation will be provided for singers + larnilies.
Fu11 details will be circulated mearer the weekend.

July 3 Ramsbury

Dvorak: Mass in D
Britten: Rejoice in the Lamb
Some pieces with organ and trumpet

Further details of programme orderr how to get there, what to wear etc. ruill
cireulated before each concert "

be
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St. Johnrs Musio SocietY

present

M{E XNGI,ISH

CHAMBTR CHOIR

Coailuctor: GuY Protheroe

Organistl Ian Curror

Sunctay

April 4th
11s2-

B.O0 pm.

St. Johnre

Churoh'

Progfamme

X'our

Penitential Motets - Poulenc.

Two Choral PreLud.es

-

Janacek.

0 Jesu Christ, Thou Fount of Grace.
Built on the Rockl the Chrh.rch d.oth stand,
Laudes Organi

INfffiVAL

-

-

Kodaly.

Refreshmentg are served

rThe d.ove d.eecending breaks the
Missa Brevis

-

in the Church IIalI.

airr -

Stravinsky

Kod.aly.

The next concert in the series will be on Sund"ay June 20th
and. is entitled. tMueic and Poetry for a Summer Erreningr
and.

is

given by Jacquellne Curry

-

Soprano.

Guy Protheroe.

Ouy Protheroe won a scholarship to
Magdalen Col}ege, Oxford., where he ga;ined an
Honours Degree in mrsic. He first came to prominence
as a conductor in 1tJ1 on forming the contemporary
mueic ensemble Spectrum.IIe is a noted. conductor
of early mrsic and has appeared many times on the
South Balk and also on BBC Radio 3. Since 1973
Guy Protheroe has been conductor of the English
Chamber Choir.

Ian Curyor

of

Music

Ian Curror studied. at the Royal College
with John Birch and also with Flor Peetere

Nicolas Kynaston.
IIe vras the organist of Churches in
Lonclon and" Tunbrid.ge Wells before being appointed
Organist of the Royal Hospital, Chelsea.Ln 1974
ancl.

fhe Enelish

in
in

Charnber Choir.

The choir was founded
1971 and. has appeared in numerous performancea
major tond.on ooncert haI}s, at several leading

festivals and on BBC Television.

The ohoir has a wid.e repertoire from the
16th century to the present d.ay1 with a particular
emphasis on British'composers. The ohoir is also
well known in the wor1d. of pop mrsio, having appeared
in the concert performances and record"ings of tTommyt,
Rick Wakemans rJourney to the oentre of the earthr
and. tKing Arthurt.
llhe choir give both a cappella concerts
and those with instmmental ensembles including
the Academy of Ancient Music, Ars Nova and the Philip
Jones Brasg &rsemble.
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FUN}S
SPONSORE' WAIK ON SATUR}AY MAY Bth 1982 TO RAISE
FOR THE ENGI,ISH CHAMBAR C}IOIR $OCIETY
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of walker: . . . . I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

of

Amount

sponsor

per mile

due (to
be entered. qt
end of walk)
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I
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Cornelius Cardew
1936-81

Cardew
Memorial
Concert

16th May lg82
Greater London Council

Queen Elizabeth Hall
General Administrator: Michael Kaye

Concet manatement for
The New Macnaghten Concers by:

m

Maqerda
61

M6ic

Hightate High Street
Hi8hgate Vilage
London N.6

Te1:01 - 3408321
Telex:26228'4REF 3379

fr.N&

kcnashton &nceds: fouidd in
brurc, Elisbdh Lurven..nd

1931 bv rrk

Ex*ltivecommitte:

tan Horcbrugh {Chail-

manl,Aidrew Motr6 (Hon. Tr@sured,

Foser Wriqht (Hon. Secrebry), Georse
Bro0n, Anrhony Bufron, D6minicGi[,
$lly Grov6, krhryn Lukas, ftrtinede
l. ffidinez, Paul hracon, Keith Poftr,
J6hn &now Rhys, Hazel Wilson.

Memorial Concert
organizing Gommittee

ln accordance with the requirements of the Greater
London Council: Persons shall not be permitted to stand or
s.it in any,of the gangways intersecting the seating or to sit

in any of the other gangways. No smoking in thi Auditorium.
The taking of photographs is not permittAd.
Members of the public are reminded that no tape recorder or
gthe! type of recording apparatus may be brought into the

Stelh

Ardew

Eddie Prevoil

Chant Keith Bowe
Devenport Huqh Shrapnel
Sheila KasaboE John Tilbury
Michael
Peter

Auditorium.
It is illegal to record any performance or part thereof unless

Programme designed by Keith Rowe

Manager and the concert promoter concerned.
f ive minutes before the

Typeset by Betagraphics,

prior arrangements have been made with the General

A warning gong will be sounded for
end of the interval.

'l 1 4 Coldharbour
Lane, London, SE5
Printed by Anyway Litfro, ZSZ Brixton Road, London. SW9
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Cornelius Cardew
Cornelius Cardew was born in 1936. He
was educated musically as a chorister at
Canterbury Cathedral (1943-50), and at

the Royal Academy of Music (1 953-7)
where he studied 'cello, piano (with Percy
Waller) and Composition (with Howard
Ferguson). He received a R.A.M. Scholarship to study electronic music in Cologne
(1957 58), and worked as assistant to

Stockhausen (1 958 60), collaborating
with him in the composition of 'Carre'

for four choruses and orchestras. ln
1961 he returned to London, took a

course in graphic design, and until 1970
worked intermittently as a graphic artist.
ln 'l 964 he received an ltalian Govern-

ment bursary to study in Rome with
di Perfezionamento Dip-

Petrassi (Corso
loma, 1965).

Arts at the State University of New york

at Buffalo, USA, working on the graphic
score 'Treatise'. ln 1968 he began teach-

ing an experimental music class at Morley
College. His work here with other experimental musicians, and in particular work
on a section of the 'Great Learning', led
to the formation in 1969 of the Scratch

Orchestra.

a

large experimental group.

ln 1971 he began to study

Marxism and
of political

became interested in a music

commitment. He subjected his own
earlier work, and that of Stockhausen
and Cage, to strong criticism, resu lting
later in the book'stockhausen Serves
lmperialism' (1974lr.

ln

1973 he receiv-

ed a grant from the City of West Berlin to
live and work there f or a year. Returning
to London, he was active in the forma-

From 1966-71 he was a member of the
free improvisation group, AMM. He was
elected F.R.A.M. in 1966, and in 1967
was appointed Professor of Composition
at R.A.M. From 1966-67 he was associate

revolutionary rock band, and ran a
workshop-class at Goldsmiths College
entitled "Songs for Our Society" (1975-

at the Centre for Creative and Performing

and in 1974 produced the 'Thalmann

tion of

'Peoples Liberation Music',

a

77l,. He toured and lectured extensively

Sonata', the first in a series of major
piano works. ln 1975 he played a leading
role in uniting democratic artists in the
Progressive Cultural Association. His political commitment grew and in 1g79 he
was a founding Member and Member of
the Central Committee of the Revolutionary Communist Party of Britain (Marxist-

Leninist). He wrote songs for and performed in many lnternational Festivals

of popular culture, including the Second
Canada Youth Festival (1980), and
was working to organ ise the Second
lnternational Sports and Cultural Festival to be held in Britain this year. ln
Septem ber 1 981 he began a Master's

All

Degree

in Musical Analysis at

King's

College, London.

On 13th December 1981 he was killed,
near to his home in Leyton, East London,

by a hit and run driver.
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Improvisation

Cornelius joined AMM in 1966. By then
Lou Gare, Keith Rowe, Lawrence Sheaff
and myself had all but relinquished our
'jazz' heritage. We were developing an

evolved an openness of perspective to
which Cornellus could respond and contribute. And - in those early days - it
was becomlng clear that the improvising

experimental and improvisational music
into which we could inject our ideas and
experiences, free from the constraints of
any commodity ethos and free from any
naive appreciation of the American jazz
model. This development on our part
obviously made Cornelius' entry to AMM

ethic was needed to sustain the

easier; having had a conservatory tj_aining

and already a known'avant gardist'
meant that many of the conventions of
jazz were perhaps unobtainable by him.

However, even though the last vestiges of
jazz were receding from our music, Cornelius insisted that he was joining a jazzgroup. At the time this was the source of
much affectionate amusement at Cornelius' expense. But probably his appreciation of the essence ol jazz music was
nearer the mark than ours.

Cornelius' inf luence helped to harden the
purer form of improvisation that AMM

was developing. For already there

had

musical

treatment of his magnum opus 'Treatise'
- the huge 193 page graphic score. Thus
Cornelius' relationship with AMM was a
strong factor in his determination to

ln effect, Keith, Lou, Lawrence and myself found our way to a purified form of
the aspiration we had intuitively recognised in jazz. lt was a self-defining activity for which any socially or culturally
alienated group must search. The history

of iazz is littered with such examples

collective improvising. The association
was a fruitful symbiosis of differing cul-

right from the early days in New Orleans,
when against a backcloth of economic
deprivation a beleaguered ex-slave black
community (progressively hemm'd in by
the infamous 'Jim Crow' laws) sought
their self-defining culture - of which
jazz was a part. With hindsight it is clear
that in AMM Music we were asserting
ourselves as creative beings - although
not in any fashionable bid for notoriety
as our rejection of the commodity ethos

tural origins. The result was an integrated

conf

from the meeting of creative minds
mutually assured that any innovation

despite the obvious educational

'humanize' music. ln 'Treatise' Handbook
he wrote: "What I hope is that in playing
this piece each musician will give of his

'own' music

-

he

will give it

as a response

to 'my' music. which is the score itself
. ." ln addition Cornelius gained the
unique kind of fellowship implicit in

form of collective music-making that
arose

would receive understanding and support.
Cornelius wrote in 1969: "AMM is like

a cradle: however violent or destructive
you feel it holds you, it won't let you
hurt yourself."

irms. Cornelius also was not un-

moved by the history of jazi and he too,

and

musical advantages he had enjoyed, felt

repressed and alienated the conventions of society in general and the musical
establishment in particular. Later of
course, after he had left AMM, the former considerations dominated his life.

However, it is characteristic of the
AMM ethic to enable musicians of vary-

ing

backgrounds

to work collectively

towards a more satisf actory basis f or
musical life. For during its existence
AMM has also included Christopher
Hobbs, Christian Wolff and John Tilbury
- all conservatory trained musicians.
Given these varying backgrounds and
differing predilections it is interesting
to note that the internal relations in
music-making were commensurate with
our mutual aspirations. Obviously, what
we all had in common was a rejection of

the predominating modes. However,

I

would repudiate the superficial assumption that we shared a camaraderie based
upon a destructive dislike of an unsatis-

factory form. No intense

long-term

creative relationship is likely to be sustained upon a negative basis. What AMM
did - and still does - was to supersede
the unsatisfactory ways of making music.

The classical and romantic tradition
which still predominates, superseded the
less formal ways of making music characteristic of pre-industrial society. There
the composer and performer were interdependent and often the same person.
Dowland's close friend Henry Peacham,

of The Compleat Gentleman
(16221 said: "...
it is a sign of good

author

to play extempore." Clearly the
musicians of that time had a more integrated relationship to the music they
breeding

performed than the later orchestral
players of the classical and romantic
periods. Size of music-making ensembles
has much to do with the diminution of
autonomy for the individual musician.
Although whether the reduction of
individual autonomy followed the creation of the modern orchestra, or whether
the demotion of the musician to factotum status preceded it, is someth ing
worthy of examination. I feel, given the
general ethos of a burgeoning industrial/
capitalist society, that market forces
must inevitably have made an impact on

the musicians' general relations tdwards
their music and audiences. Whatever the
case of musicians in those times, the
commodity ethos prevails in our own
times

-

even

if it

is camouflaged by an

'art for arts sake' mentality, which

pro-

fesses a neutral apolitical appreciation

culture attached

to

of

neo-platonist not-

ions of the perfect form.

Cornelius, even though he improvised
as much commitment as the other
musicians did retain a certain detatched

with

perspective. He also retained the composers' aspiration: to organize and develop
the relations between musicians. The

AMM Music experience however was
different in kind to all other aspects of
contemporary musical life and the very
notion of directed play within AMM
Music an obvious contradiction. Nevertheless, Cornelius did write a piece espec-

ially for the AMM musicians, 'The Tiger's
Mind', an imaginative drama text designed to stimu late a sense of the d irect
inter-active relations which characterize
an improvisation. And although it is an
inessential format for the experienced
improvising musician it is an intriguing
intermediary stage for the aspirant. These
concerns have not been without effect
upon the subsequent working and thinking of AMM - even after Cornelius had
departed. Of particular signlficance is our

current concern to identify and promulgate the distinguishing moments of the
improvisational form and to contrast it
with the 'classical' mode. ln this respect
we offer the two key 'moments' in the
form of the following analytical propositions:

a) Western 'classical' music demands

to

solution

most

a

of the technical

problems of making music before the
music can be performed. Whereas although most improvised musics demand a high level of technical competence

-

the elaboration of a theme,
direct

on a chord sequence or the
response

of musical dialogue, demands

the application of
techniques

'problem-solving'

within the actual

perfor-

mance_

b) ln improvised music there

is a

creative

and inter-active dialogical relationship
between performers. whereas a corh.posed work acts as a medium between

the various instrumental components.

The relationship between musicians
loses its social significance; lessened
by the agency of an external element
e.g. the composition.

We would su bsequently argue that an
interpretation of the contemporary improvised music f orm, as simply a negative

reaction to the predominating modes
i.e. the'classical' and the commodity

based popular musics, is incorrect. There
are fundamental structural differences in
the way these musics are produced and,
consequently, the critical perspective has
to reflect these changes in cultural emphasis.

Contemporary improvised music - as
much of jazz history indicates - is a
positive response to the deprivation,
the absence or even the inadequacy of
a fulfilling cultural expression. lt does
not simply negate the negating strictures

of dehumanizing forms, characterized in
our own times by the more extreme

of 'serialism'. Contemporary
improvis'ed music humanizes and thence
supersedes all the alienating forms which
preceded it and, is distinguished from

examples

earlier forms, which also had strong
personal and social aspects, by reflect-

ing the technology, the problems

the

ensuing aspirations

democratic society.

for a

and

modern

Much of this Cornelius appreciated. He
was our first articulate spokesman and
instigated the desire for the analytical

perspective. Later. in his tragically
shortened life, he had a sense of urgency
that could be assuaged only by enterinq
a more overt political life. However, the
AMM experience of which he is a part,
reveals the complexity of human beings
who whilst innocently making music
together perceived that they had found a
more cogent basis for both music and
lif e.

Eddie Prevost

Music
The
"ln

Darmstadt between 1952 and 1958

the discipline of serialization was so
severe

a

it was ridiculous.

Cage represented

liberation from this." Pierre Boulez
describes here the musical situation
which existed in West Europe for the
radical young composer during those
years. lt was inevitable that enterprising
students like Cornelius Cardew and
Hichard Rodney Bennett at the Royal
Academy of Music should have responded
to this situation as they did. Performing
Boulez' Structures, apart from being a
technical and musical feat, was probably
tantamount to an act of rebellion in the
climate that pervaded the Academy at
that time. The music that Cardew was
writingsthen, notably the Piano Sonata

No. 2 (1955-6), certainly owed more to
Webern and Boulez than to his R.A.M.
professors:
See example

1

The Piano Sonata No. 3 was begun before
Cardew's departure for Cologne to study
with Stockhausen. Serial technique is still
a major preoccupation but the piano writing, somewhat stilted and academic in
the Second Sonata, at times brims over
with exuberance. The dashing virtuosity
of the following bars from the second
movement clearly foreshadows the exciting pianism of the later works:
See example 2

ln fact the Third Sonata was taken up
by the American pianist David Tudor and
became the first work by Cardew to find
its way into the contemporary repertoire.
The date at the end of the Ms of the
Third Sonata is 15th March 1958 and
Cardew had already been in Cologne with
Stockhausen for five months. lt is reasonable to assume that he had become famil-

iar with his teacher's works by then;
certainly the grace notes in the passage
quoted above bear a striking resemblance to the grace note technique in
Stockhausen's Klavierstuck

according

to

Vl,

although

Jonathan Harvey these
grace notes are the result of a substantial
revision and th is new version did not
appear until 1961:
See example 3
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The continuing influence of Stockhausen
is discernible in the Two Books of Study
for Pianists (1958); the application, for
example, of a scale of six dynamics and
in particular the mobile character of the
material (within the given space of time
the sound material may be distributed

freely by the performer) refer directly to
Stockhausen's Klavierstuck Xl (1956),
a lthough the aesthetic source of th is

music is to be sought elsewhere. ln 1958
Cardew attended concerts given in Cologne by John Cage and David Tudor. The
radical content of Cage's music, with its
freshness and audacity, coupled with

Tudor's phenomenal musicianship made a
deep impression on both Cardew and
Stockhausen and formed the inspiration-

al

basis

for Cardew's indeterminate works

of the early sixties and probably for
Stockhausen's early "moment-f orm"

works. ln Two Books the isolation of
tones, the feeling of discontinuity which
strongly characterises the music and the
more wayward harmonic language (still

by European considerations
of "structure") are an expression of the
fact that the new American aesthetic
had taken root in European music. Cardew was one of the first Europeans to
grasp not only its musical but also its
social implications. The reason for this
constrained

was that his response to the new American music was more than a mere cerebral
rejection of the predominant West Euro-

pean compositional

method

total

serialism; it was a gut reaction to content
and meaning, a deep-seated reaction to
the new ways of thinking and feeling, to
the idealism which seemed to inform
American composition. Cardew's originality lay in the fact that he created out of
this a kind of music utterly different to
that of the Americans. A diary entry on
1st September 1964 concerning Two
Books indicates that Cardew was already

in 1958 moving towards the concept of
"music as process": "What I composed in

this piece - the image that hovered in
front of my mind's eye -wasa "musizierweise" (mode of music-making). I invented a way of making music and limited it
to such an extent that musicians without
constructive ideas of their own are in a
position to adopt this "musizierweise" ".
What becomes clear is that the seeds of

example 4

the later improvisatory pieces had been
sown already in the Two Books of Study
for

Pianists.

The musical dogma of European serialism
had fascinated Cardew's mind, but the
mechanistic philosophy which underpin-

ned it was anathema to him.

This

dualism, the desire and respect f or purity,
dogma and asceticism on the one hand
(which expressed itself in his preoccupation over a lengthy period with Wittgenstein and later in his Marxism-Leninism)
and the spontaneous and libertarian
actions which punctuated his life throughout, is the key to an understanding of
Cardew's motivations and achievements,
both musical and political.

Elsewhere I have tried to characterise
total serialism in a way that enables us
to penetrate the reasons for Cardew's
rejection of it in f avour of a leatoric
principles. "A def inite relationship can be
shown to exist between mechanical

materialism and post-Second World War
serialism, Mechanical materialism regards

nature as a passive object, not as something subject to man's activity or the
antagonist of his striving, but as something self-contained, shut in by its own
necessities.

On the one hand there

is

other are

in any way infringed. This

preoccupation with the perfection of the
ideal object to total serialism, where the

ormer was supposed to reproduce
mathematically precise notations faithfully. But what happened was that the
increasing demands of the notation
perf

engendered a proportionally increasing
inaccuracy in performance."

ln fact Cardew's subsequent application
of aleatory was highly idiosyncratic and
his admiration for Cage had little to do

with Cage's compositional techniques;
what impressed him was Cage's rejection
of the commodity fetishism that had
invaded musical composition, his liberation of the performer from the constraints of oppressive notational complexities. and the "democracy" inherent
(at least in theory) in Cage's scores.
ln the works which followed Two Books

-

including February Pieces (19596

1),

Autumn 60 (1960), Arrangement for
Orchestra (1960), Octet for Jasper

Johns (1961)

- Cardew employs highly
sophisticated methods of indeterminacy

directed towards the solution of the
problem of the composer/interpreter
relationship. ln the Octet this psychological dimension is raised quite explicitly

man, the subject, desirous, active, spontaneous and free; on the other there is
the object, nature as known by man, a
machine contemplated in splendid isola-

in the introductory notes: "lf the most
important function of a composer were
the stimulation of an interpreteq this
piece would be a composition." The
importance of February Pieces for piano
solo lies in their intensification of the

ignored. Mechanical materialism acknowledges the existence of the objective
world but sees man's relationship with it

pin most of

tion. Thus subject and object are mechanically separated; their dialectical (i.e.
mutually determining) relationship is

as a one-way

affair.

The parallel with serial composition is
striking. According to the post-war
serialist composer. his composition is

piece

of nature obeying

a

determinate
laws (the series) so designed as to satisfy
his wants (his artistic conscience) and to

create use-value (for the art market).
This selfcontained work of nature fulfills a "plan"; the plan is the composer's
desire. The serialist composer cannot
imagine himself free if the spontaneity of
human desire on the one hand and the
independent mechanism of nature on the

ideological content which was

to

under-

Cardew's output in the
sixties. Now the influence of both Cage

and Stockhausen is residual; the music
possesses a strong improvisatory (i.e.

spontaneous) quality - whimsical, sometimes wilful, but always subject to the
dictates of aleatoric principles. The result

is a curious, compelling discontinuity,

weird juxtapositions, irrational outbursts',

fleeting references

to other musical

worlds, past and prescnt, creating psychological and emotional confusion. This is
hypersensitive music which haunts and
disturbs the memory, reflecting a mysterious impenetrable world in total disorder:
See example 4

This expression of human agency at large,

albeit in a chaotic,

incomprehensible
environment constituted Cardew's bour-

geois humanist world-outlook at that
time, and the thrust of his creative work
throughout the sixties served to sharpen
various facets of the contradiction until
his espousal of Marxism in the seventies.
The musical dramatisation

of

this contra-

diction necessitated experimentation and

the works which followed February
Pieces in the early sixtias were those

which gained Cardew his reputation as a
leading experimentalist. Octet 61 consists

of 60

signs, derived from conventional
musical notation, each of which consti-

tutes a single musical event. The first
Winter Potato (1961) is the composer's
own version for piano solo of the Octet.
Here are signs 354 1 with the corresponding section from the piano piece:
See example 5

Of Octet 61 Cardew wrote: "The greatest
music is always explicit - like Webern, if
you dig him. ln Octet 61 I realise that

explicitness has been sacrificed. ln this
research it is always necessary to sacrif ice
trusted concepts. As long as there is no

blur in the

thinking

." ln the

magazine Performance (April/May 1982)

David Bedford wrote, "Speaking as a
performer in many of Cardew's early
works, it must be said that the experience
was totally rewarding. Our creativity was
constantly being challenged, and the
empathy of the performers, channelled

*-b-
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into producing a coherent piece of music
despite sometimes sketchy and sometimes

paradoxical instructions, was often remarkable. lt should be pointed out that
none of Cardew's works ever gave total
freedom to the performer. The instructions were a guide which focussed each

individual's creative instinct on a problem
to be solved - how to interpret a particular system of notation using one's own
musical background and attitudes." With
Cardew "indeterminacy" was not simply
another compositional technique displacing a previously discredited one; it was a
Iogical musical expression oI his humanism, and humanism was the vital thread
which ran through his entire output f rom
start to finish.

ln 1963 Cardew embarked upon his
mammoth graphic composition Treatise,
and over the next f ive years two activities
tower above all others: Treatise and the
improvisation group AMM. Here Cardew
describes the relationship between the
two: "Treatise is a continuous weaving
and combining of a host of graphic elements (of which only a few are recognisably related to musical symbols) into a
long visual composition, the meaning of
which in terms of sounds is not specified
in any way . .. Any number of musicians
using any media are free to participate in
a 'reading'of this score (it is written from
left to right and'treats'of its graphic

subject matter in exhaustive 'arguments'),
and each is free to interpret it in his own
way . .. What I hope is that in playing his
response to my music, which is the score

itself . . . I now regard Treatise asa transition between my earlier preoccupation
with problems of music notation and my
present concerns

musical

life

-

oq -@# *#

1966.
Joining AMM was the turning point, both

in the composition of Treatise and in
everything I have thought about music
up to now. Before that Treatise had been
an elaborate attempt at graphic notation
of music (which I can only describe as a
graphic score that produces in the reader,
without any sound, something analogous
to the experience of music), a network of
nameless lines and spaces pursuing their

own geometry untethered to themes and
modulations, 12 note series and their
transformations, the rules or laws of
musical composition and all other figments of the musicological imagination . .
A number of general decisions may be
See example 6

made in advance to hold the perf ormance
together, but an improvisory character is
essential to the piece."

The history of Treatise is documented in
detail by Cardew himself in the Treatise

Handbook. Visually it is sensational,
beautiful as to be inhibiting for all but
the boldest spirits, its visual impact disconcertingly putting most performances
of it in the shade. With Treatise mulic is
released from the constraints of conventional notation. Treatise demands new
time concepts, new sounds and new attitudes

to old

sounds, which many classic-
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example 6

ally trained musicians are unable to provide. All of this Cardew encountered in
AMM music, and in the music of La
Monte Young, an American avant-garde
composer whose work Cardew had promoted extensively in England and on the
continent. The excitement and daring of
Young's music made a greater impression

on him than possibly any other contemporary music (with the exception, perhaps, of Morton Feldman's music).
Young's single sound aesthetic (on which
Cardew contributed an article to the

Musical Times in 1966) became the
springboard for many of Cardew's improvisations with AMM. ln the Handbook he
wrote, "Once in conversation I mention'
ed that scores like those of La Monte
Young (for example "Draw a straight
line and f ollow it") could in their inflexibility take you outside yourself, stretch
you to an extent that could not occur

This is the dialectic
unconsciously asserting itself in Cardew's
spontaneously."

musical development. ln the earlier indeterminate works and Treatise the perf ormer is liberated, is free to create his

own music, lording it over the score.
With La Monte Young the composer

again assumes control, the performer
finds himself performing the unimagin-

level. This is a possible definition of the
area in which AMM is experimental. We

able, and in the process the senses receive

are searchers for sounds and for responses
that attach to them, rather than thinking

education. Cardew's legendary perf ormance of "X for Henry Flynt (1960) -

a long, heavy sound usually performed as
a large piano cluster repeated X times -

lasted literally hours. "Studies

in

a

Bowed Disc for a Four-foot Steel Gong
(1963) found its way into AMM's improvisations. Each La Monte Young piece is
a 'process', often consisting of one sound
into which both performer and listeners
immerse themselves. The sound is not
only rich, complex and 'interesting' Young's music appeals aesthetically;
people find beauty in it. The performer
searches within a raw, 'informal' sound,
exhaustively, and this aesthetic ls only a
step away from AMM music where Car-

dew produced probably some
f

of

his

inest music.

ln the Treatise Handbook, in the

section

entitled 'Towards an ethic of lmprovisation', Cardew wrote, "lnformal sound has
a power over our emotional responses
that formal music does not, in that it
acts subliminally rather than on a cultural
10

them up, preparing them and producing
them. The search is conducted in the
medium of sound and the musician himself is at the heart of the experiment."
The quality of spontaneity in improvised
music was a humanising component that
Cardew valued highly. ln AMM he found
the embodiment of his ideas and feelings

about freedom in music taken a stage
further; moreover the ultra-democratic
mode of operation of AMM, musically

and socially, opened up political horizons

for him.

ln

of

1964-5 Cardew worked on a number

pieces concurrently with Treatise.
Treatise was the dominant activity to
the extent that at least two of these
pieces, Bun No.2 for Orchestra (1964)

and Volo Solo (1965) are versions of
Treatise in some form or other. Of the
other works of this period, Material
(1964) is a transcription

of

f

or any ensemble

harmony instrume nts

of the Third
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Rome 1965 Seated fron left Daniele paris, centre Goffredo petrassi
standing left to right: ?, Richard Teitelbaum, C. Cardew, / Zoltan pesko,

Orchestral Piece (1960), two f urther

Winter Potatoes were completed

(1

964-5)
to f orm with the earlier (1961) piece
Three Winter Potatoes for piano solo,
and Bun for Orchestra No.1 was written
for Petrassi's composition course which

Cardew attended in Rome between February and June, 1964.

David Bedford remarked that Cardew
"brought a typically English elegance
and wit even to some of his apparently

more eccentric compositions." Memories
of You (1964) and Solo with Accompaniment (1964) are two cases in point but
an ironic gloss conceals their true signif icance. Both these works seem to be
nostalgic reflections on Cardew's musical
past with particular reference to the two
composers whose influence shaped his
early career: Karlheinz Stockhausen and
John Cage. Memories of You is clearly a
homage to Cage. ln Cage's Concert for
Piano and Orchestra (1957-8) we f ind the

?.

Cardew's score consists of 22 diagrams
a grand piano with similar instructions.

of

ln Solo with Accompaniment the solo
part consists almost exclusively of a single
note of medium-low register played over

and over; likewise its transposition an
octave higher. This seems to be a tongueincheek reference to La Monte Young's
single sound pieces; at the same time the
relatively simple solo part is thrown into

sharp relief by an extremely busy and
complex accompaniment part, and is
thus a wry comment on the taditional
solo/accompaniment relationship. The
accompaniment interprets "matrices" in
which the way the elements are supposed

to function with regard to

one another is

best described in terms of magnetism; the

musical elements attract or repel each
other according to their position in the

matrix. As in Stockhausen's Plus Minus,
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See example 7

example 7
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to

which the realisation of the matrices
the parameters of the basic

alludes,

elements wax and wane according to the
composer's complex system of notation.
Solo with Accompaniment and Cardew's

own legendary realisations of Plus Minus,
solo and with Frederick Rzewski, which
even took Stockhausen by surprise, mark
the end of Cardew's long and fruitful
association with Stockhausen as pupil
and colleague. Cardew's later, politicallymotivated attacks on Stockhausen, notably in h is book Stockhausen Serves

lmperialism

(1974l,

, would not

have

prevented him f rom acknowledging h is
indebtedness to his teacher in the early
years.

The other significant feature of this
period is the strong feeling for tonality,
or tonal centres, which pervades much
of the music. ln his analysis of Volo
Solo Malcolm Barry concludes that it is
a 'tonal piece', and there are passages in
Three Winter Potatoes which lend themto a tonal analysis:

selves easily

See example 8

Clearly, this goes a good deal further
than the references to tonality in the
earlier piano works. Furthermore, in
1968-70. Cardew composed his masterpiece, the monumental Great Learning,

which incorporates experimental techniques into tonal and even modal frameworks. The reason for the adoption of a
more traditional language into his compo-

sitions becomes more apparent in the
light of the direction Cardew was moving.
socially and even politically, in the latter

part of the sixties and early seventies. For

throughout this period Cardew became
less and less concerned with beautiful
artefacts. and more and more involved
with people and their ability to make
their own music. He began to assume a
more educative role to wh ich he was
perfectly suited through his strong democratic sentiments, his ability to teach by
example and, not least, through his own
genius f or improvising.

via improvisation

Musical education

what Schooltime Compositions (1967)

=

is

about. Michael Nyman describes the work

as a "notebook of observations, ideas,
notations, hints, diagrams, concepts,
scientif ic experiments, geometric analogies - some direct, some oblique, mostly
presented as 'facts' with no covering
instructions. For Cardew each compo-

sition was a matrix to draw out the interpreters' feelings about certain topics or
materials. The different matrices grew

around such things as words. melody,
vocal sounds, triangles, pleasure, noise,
.working to rule, will and desire, and keyboard. Cardew's plan was based on the
translation of the word 'opera' into
'many people working'. Some of the
matrices serve as a measure of virtuosity
others of courage, tenacity, alertness and
so on. They point to ihe heart of some
real matter, mental or material. The score
tells the interpreter the general area of his
potential action - he may wish or have
the talent to play, or sing, or construct,
or illumine, or take exercise of one sort
or another, and can draw out his interpretations in that direction."

the faculties of reading and writing are
much more widespread than draughtsmanship or musicianship. The merit of
'The Tiger's Mind' is that it demands no
musical education and no visual education; all it requires is a willingness to
understand English and a desire to
play (in the wildest sense of the word,
including the most childish). Despite
this merit, I am sorry to say that 'The
Tiger's Mind' still leaves the musically
educated at a tremendous disadvantage.
I see no possibility of turning to account
the tremendous mu sical potential that
musically educated people evidently
represent. except by providing them with

what they want: traditionally notated
scores of maximum complexity. The
most hopeful fields are those of choral
and orchestral writing, since there the
individual personality (which a musical
education seems so often to thwart) is
absorbed into a larger organism, which
speaks through its individual members
as if from some higher sphere."

See example 9

For Cardew there was no two ways about
people could be encouraged, inspired,
even cajoled, but ultimately they had to
be trusted to make their own music on
the basis of their own background, experience and attitudes. ln these newcompo

it;

sitions he

su

btl!

def

ined the

area,

emotional, physical, psychological, h istorical, in which the performer operated,
but there was no question of controlling
the interpretation, either directly or by
some back-door method involving 'chance

operations'.

The Tiger's Mind (1967) was written for

AMM while Cardew was in Buffalo,
U.S.A., and is another experiment in
what he calls 'guided improvisation': "l

wrote the piece with AMM musicians in
mind. lt consists solely of words. The
ability to talk is almost universal, and

*ro
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The Great Learning (1968-71) is the mag-

nificent realisation of this projection

a

-

large-scale choral work which h as
justly become an avant-garde classic.
It is in seven movements (the duration
of the whole is around t hours) and is
based on one of the Confucian scriptures.

Cardew dedicated the work to the
Scratch Orchestra. that large, heterogeneous group of musicians and nonmusicians with whom he was deeply
involved during th is period and which
turned out to be one of the most important associations of his life. Michael Nyman writes, "The ethical purity is mirrored by Cardew's use of sound resources.
The Great Learning appears to come to
rest at a point of redefinition of the

natural, concrete, real physical properties of (sounding) things. One is made
intensely aware of wind issuing from
blown pipes (Paragraph 1), from organ
pipes (Paragraphs 1 and 4). or from the
human throat, in singing (2,3,5,71 or
group speech (1 ,4,5l.; of objects struck
against each other

-

stone against stone
(1), wood on skin (2), mainly metal on
metal (5); or scraped (5), of bow against
string (5); or of physical gesture and
games

(5)."

The Scratch Orchestra emerged out of
Cardew's composition class at Morley
College in London in 1969;(in fact at
least two paragraphs of The Great Learning had been completed before the formation of the Scratch Orchestra); it was
an enterprising body of perf orme rs,
playing all kinds of experimental music
- Cage, Cardew, Wolff, Riley. Young,
Rzewski and their own works - in all
kinds of situations for all classes of
people: for Cornish farmworkers in village squares, for the young industrial
workers of the north-east and for both
urban and rural commu nities on the
continent, as well as for music lovers who
frequented the Royal Festival Hall. The
Scratch Orchestra consisted of an assortment of people from various walks of life
(some of them with considerable artistic
talent) who loved and needed music.
There was no more enthusiastic, more
committed collection of individuals working in the field of contemporary art at
that time. Despite the ultra-democratic
procedures the Scratch Orchestra had

evolved

for every aspect of its activity,

Cardew was very much the unproclaimed
inspiration. The Scratch Orchestra bore
his stamp and in fact it was the embodi-

ment of the ideas he had formulated
about musical life over the years. The
first two years were idyllic and the

Scratch Orchestra's performance and
compositional output was prolific. At
the same time the nature and intensity

of

these activities engendered contradic-

tions which finally gave rise to a crisis.
At one of the meetings two members of
the Orchestra put forward an analysis,
a conscious attempt to understand and
explain the predicament. A fundamental
disunity of theory and practice was
pinpointed as the primary source of discontent and f rustration amongst the
members of the Scratch Orchestra. ln
theory it believed in integration and
being gregarious, in practice it was isolationist and parochial; in theory it rejected
the musical establishment, in practice it
asked for support (Arts Council grants,
B.B.C. T.V. and Festival Hall appearances); in theory it wished to be an instrument of inspiration. in practice it
appeared to many as a pessimistic symptom of a system in decay, and so on. The
Scratch Orchestra was trapped in the
classic anarchist's dilemma; it willed one
thing and caused its opposite. The cornerstone of the analysis was a lengthy quotation from Christopher Caudwell which
generated considerable discussion. The
passage concerned, which came from
Caudwell's essay on D.H.Lawrence, deals
with the function of art and the role of
the artist in bourgeois society: " . . . But
art is not in any case a relation to a
thing, it is a relation between men,
between artist and audience, and the art
work is only like a machine which they
must both grasp as part of the process.
The commercialisation of art may revolt
the sincere artist, but the tragedy is that

he revolts against it still within

the

limitations of bourgeois culture. He
attempts to forget the market completely
and concentrate on his relation to the
art work, which now becomes still further

hypostatised as an entity

in itself.

Be-

cause the art work is now completely an
end-in-itself . and even the market is

forgotten, the art process becomes an
extremely individualistic relation. The
social values inherent in the art form,
such as syntax, tradition, rules, technique, form, accepted tonal scale. now
seem to have little value. for the art work
more and more exists for the individual
alone . . ."

The Caudwell essay lbelieve made a
prof ound impression on Cardew, not

had seen the culmination of Cardew's
or at least on the fringes
of the musical establishment. His profound commitment to the democratic
ideals of the Orchestra led inevitably to
his politicization, along with several
other members. His socialism was the
logical consequence not just of his involvement with the Scratch Orchestra
but of the content and direction of his
life up to that point. His deep-seated
morality and tenacious humanism f inally
reached a political destination; the process was cumu lative, embracing and
career within

broadening previous preoccupations and
ach ievements.

ln the early seventies Cardew spent much
time and energy repudiating and criticizing his earlier works, in particular The
Great Learning. ln the Peoples' Republic
of China the Communist party had
initiated an anti-Confucius campaign in
which, as a European supporter, Cardew
participated energetically. His subnequent
repudiation of Maoism may invalidate
part (but certainly not all) of his fierce

polemic against The Great Learning in

"Stockhausen Serves lmperialism", a
book in which he refines his anti-avantgarde position in a series of articles.
Certainly at the time of his death his
attitude towards his earlier works had
shifted and in fact on Keith Rowe's
invitation he had agreed to take pari in
an AMM performance of Treatise and
generally had shown a renewed interest
in improvised music. The blanket repudia-

tion of the past was associated with the
discredited Mao and in a speech on Culture he delivered at an lnternational
Youth Conference in London in 1980
he said. "When we say new culture, proletarian culture. we mean, as Lenin said,
a culture which must assimilate and
rework the best of all previous cultures."
H is position may even have begu n to
approximate to Brecht's who had remarked that there was no need to worry
about presenting bold and unusual mater-

ial to a working-class audience as long as
that audience felt they could relate to
the content of what was presented to
them, as long as that content corresponded in some way to their reality.
Hanns Eisler, a composer Cardew greatly
admired, once said: "l have always striven
to write music that serves Socialism. This

it was imparting new thoughts.
because it crystallized h is own
thoughts and feelings and he began to
identify with Marxism.

was often a difficult and contradictory
exercise, but the only worthy one for
artists of our time."

The formation of the Scratch Orchestra

Cardew grappled with this 'difficult and

because

but
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Throughout the last ten years of his life

contradictory exercise' and it is part of
the tragedy that, in the opinion of
many, he was on the brink of finding
a valid and meaningful solution. lnitially
he nrade what he himself regarded as
bad errors, such as his commitment to
Mrcism, but his active involvement in

in collaboration with the 'Songs for our
society' class at Goldsrniths College;
Resistance Blues (1976) for a concert at
Brixton prison.

The Bethanien song |.19741 exemplifies
Cardew's internationalism; it was written
for a campaign (in which Cardew himself
was active) to save a children's hospital
in one of the poorest quarters in West
Berlin. The authorities had planned to
pull down the hospital and erect an
'artists' centre' in its place. ln an introduction to the song Cardew explained,
:'lt (the Bethanien song) embodies our
demand for a children's polyclinic in
Bethanien, not an artists'centre. lt sings
of our children's future, threatened by
the myriad abuses of capitalist society.
It derides bourgeois art, exposes the
politics of urban planners, and indicates
the perspectives of revolutionary change,
with the working people of all nationalities uniting to take their destiny into

politics gave his artistic work a new focus

and direction. The majority of compositions during this period were political
songs written usually with a specif ic
function in mind: 'Soon' was Cardew's
first political song and his first essay
in a new, 'popular' style; the words are
by Mao Tse Tung, a strong diatonic
melody cast in flexible metre which,
in its associations, naturally and instinctively goes back to early public schooldays:
See example 10

'Of Al1 Things (1975), A Suite of
Wolff Tunes (1975) and Coming To-

their own hands."

gether (1975) were collaborations with
American soloist friends. Christian Wolff
and Frederick Rzewski; songs for Brecht's
The Measures Taken (1976) were written

As well as some instrumental solo pieces,

Mountains 11977l. for bass clarinet, and

The Workers' Song (1978) for violin. Car-

dew also produced several

large-scale

'concert' works f or piano during the
seventies:Piano Album (1973), Thalmann
Variations (19741, Vietnam Sonata
(1976), Boolavogue (1981) for two
pianos, and We Sing for the Future
(1e81).

I

The first essays in a new piano style are
contained in the Piano Album. ln his
programme notes Cardew writes, "l have

I

discontinued composing music in an
avant-garde idiom for a number of
reasons: the exclusiveness of the avantgarde, its fragmentation, its indifference
to the real situation in the world today,
its individualistic outlook and not least
its class character (the other characteristics are virtually products of this)." Three
of the first four pieces in the Piano Album are simple, unadorned arrangements
Chineqe revolutionary songs; the

of

The Bethanien song was taken up by the

people and became a rallying song for the

fourth, Bring the Land a New Life, is a
more sophisticated transcription of an
aria from the Peking Opera 'Taking Tiger

huge campaign.

Mountain by Strategy':
See example 11
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Of the remaining pieces in the Piano Album three are based on lrish melodies
and reflect Cardew's concern f or the
'lrish people's struggle for national liberation.' The lrish theme, in fact, is a recurring one in the later music and again
f inds expression in a two-piano work
commissioned by New Macnaghten Concerts and premiered at the Wigmore Hall
in March 1981. Boolavogue has become
very popular with the many audiences
that have enloyed it over the last year.
People have found inspiration in it, not
least because it is art about. life. not art
about art. The emotional content of the

work may be unpalatable to some, but
it cannot be denied.

Technically there are textures and rhythmic devices which in an interesting way
betray the influence of Cardew's own
earlier avant-garde music. He himself

described the Boolavogue pieces as
'attempts at handling folk material in
classical terms.' He was still an 'experimentalist' but now the music was imbued
with a spirit of passion and drive which
reflected the intense political life he was
leading. Cardew did not really begin to
write 'different' music in the seventies;
it was always hrs music, rrulrich developed
and changed inexorably on the basis of
his activity as a committed revolutionary.

example 12

Cardew's concern for the English national

tradition became increasingly evident in
the latter years both in his speeches and
conversations, and in his music. But
whereas arrangements of songs like
Watkinson's 13 and The Blackleg Miner
reflect his commitment to folk and
popular music. both Boolavogue and We
Sing for the Future clearly reveal a debt

to

16th and 17th century art music. The

influenoe of the Fitzwilliam Virginat
Book is apparent in sections of Boola-

vogue:
See example 12

and

in the strict

contrapuntal devices

characterising the piano version
Sing for the Future:

of

We

See example 13

ln his obituary in the

Suddeutsche

Zeitung on the 29th December 1981
Dieter Schnebel wrote, "Cardew's originality lies in his abandonment of originality," and then went on to remark that
whatever the influences that Cardew
quite openly embraced, whether Cage,
Stockhausen, Petrassi, or even Tchaikovsky, all his music bears an unmistakable,

Example 13

15

individual stamp. What in fact Cardew
renounced over the last ten years was the
market-mentality, a corollary of which in
the West has been an obsession with
'originality', the often unconscious need
to produce something 'new' at all costs.
ln this sense he abandoned originality,

but never his individualify which he consciously placed in the service of the
socialist collective.

The composer John Paynter quoted a
letter from the Guardian: "Having sat
through most of Act 1 of a ballet at the
Royal Opera House while two ladies next

to me talked incessantly, I

risked

a

polite remonstrance. One of them replied,

'But it's only music'. ls there any reply
to this?"
Cornelius Cardew would have relished

such an opportunity more than most.
Over the last ten years of his life he had
come to see the development of music as
inseparable

from man's struggle

against

privilege, injustice, systematized greed
and exploitation. He believed that it was
only through the combination of artistic
and politichl action that contemporary
music could be dragged out of its isolation.

a person dies it is customary to
dwell on his or her good points, to
eulogize and sometimes to exaggerate.
Two or three years ago I was asked to
review a book about music part of
which contained a particularly offensive
attack on Cornelius Cardew. My review,
which never got into print, was not
primarily a defence of Cornelius but I
ended it with these words which, because
they were written while he was still alive
and at a time when our paths crossed
less frequently, are perhaps therefore
the more telling: "ln conclusion I offer
a few words in defence of the much

When

heard put

to him in public discussions
have scarcely merited any response at
all.

Thirdly and lastly, in relation to what
Cardew is doing now, i.e. total commitment to revolutionary political activity,
let those who criticise, psychoanalyse
and ridicule take a long look at themselves. if they dare. ln most cases it is
they, not Cardew, who have'abandoned
all individual thought about life and
art' to settle for an existence of comfort,
smugness, complicity and self-deception."

My last memory of Cornelius Cardew is
of an anti-fascist concert, which he himself had organized, only a week before
he wai killed. He was playing the piano,
accompanying and singing to a packed
audience in a community hall in Camden. Many members of London's ethnic
groups were in the audience and participating. lt was a far cry from the international festivals of contemporary music
where he had begun his career but itwas
the path he had consciously chosen, to

force his music into life in a way that
would inspire any young composer for
whom composition is something more
than the manipulation of sound.
John Tilbury

maligned composer Cornelius Cardew not because he is an old friend - but
because I admire the uncompromising
stand he has adopted within the profes-

sion. particularly in relation to contemporary music.

Firstly, in terms of sheer talent and intelligence few, in any, of his detractors are
in the same league. Any sensitive soul
who in the past was fortunate enough to
hear Cardew perform Bach, or Feldman,
improvise, will testify to his intense
musicality and rare inventive gifts.

or

Secondly,

if in public Cardew

often

in extreme forms
it is because he does not suffer fools
gladly and many of the questions I have
expresses his thoughts

16
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Cornelius Cardew
Cornelius Cardew was a very talented and
accomplished musician and composer.
There can be no doubt that he stood in
:he front rank of distinguished British

composers

of his

generation, and his

accomplishments as a composer especial,y, but also as a performer and teacher,
,'rere recognised not only in this country
out internationally: in Germany, USA,

Italy, Austria, Canada, lreland and
,v he

else-

re.

a thread running through his
activities and his compositions which
There is

rrarks them out, however; some quality
.'rhich characterises him as a composer
,'rhose concerns were completely differ-

ent from those of h is fellows. Alone
amongst the major composers of his
Eeneration, Cornelius Cardew rebelled

:gainst the increasingly sterile ivory tower
cf "new music" and worked tirelessly to
create a music which had a much wider

' gnificance than the narrow, artificial
.',orld of the fashionable "new music"

:

iques and trends. The common thread,

COMPOSER,

COMMUNISTAND FIGHTEH
FOR THE PEOPLE'S CAUSE
morally and politically". There was a
constant striving too to break new
ground and to stand at the forefront

which can be discerned at all stages of
his development, was his concern to
write and perform music that was for
people, that brought out the musical
potential and positive qualities in performers, and that spoke to his audience,
that takes them and their aspirations
into account. He developed, through
a protracted struggle, music for the
people, in the conviction that music is
a social art, that the performance of
music is a social activity involving the

Cornelius Cardew's development as a
composer shows this striving to write
new and progressive music. At various
crucial points in his development, he

close and disciplined physical and mental
co-operation amongst performers towards

popular music which rejected both the

of

mu sical development.

ruthlessly and with great courage rejected
ideas which, in his search for a new mean-

for music, he came to see were bankrupt. This quest was f or a genuinely
ing

increasingly esoteric and mystical elitism

a common end, and that music itself is
a social phenomenon, intimately bound
up with the life and struggles of the
people. For instance, early in 1963 he
was writing: "Notation is a way of

of the avant-garde and the crass commercialism and degeneracy of "pop".

more mature expression of the same
sentiment he wrote in "Stockhausen
Serves lmperialism": "A composition is
not 'an object to be evaluated' but a
force to influence the consciousness of
living people - as such it fu nctions

music from America - the "New York
School" of composers: Cage, Wolff and
Feldman. Cardew at the time felt that
this form of music making. known as
"experimental music" - indeterminacy,

making people move". and in a fuller and

17

This quest started very early in his career,
It f irst took the f orm, in the early sixties,
of espousing the avant-garde trend of

"sound as music", and so on

-

provided

a progressive and fruitful way forward
for music, and a liberation f rom the
abstruse, cold and clinical world of
"total serialism" and electronic music
produced in Europe at the time.

The fact that experimental music was in
fact just as formalistic was realised by
Cornelius Cardew himself after working

with it for

several years, and he rejected

it. However, his works in this idiom,
such as 'Autumn 60', 'Octet 61', 'Feb

ruary Pieces' for piano, and 'Treatise',
grapple with the problems of the performer and thus show a social awareness
whose seeds were to flower many years
later. These works have a seriousness of
purpose which set them apart from the

superficial sensationalism of the main'
stream avant-garde. They were often
accompanied by detailed notes which
explain not only the directions for
performance, but the ideas behind the
music.

Another significant factor in his avantgarde works was their increasing involve-

ment with musicians from a wider circle

than the "new music" specialists, This
was prompted by his spirit of ever searching for what was meaningful and signif icant in music, in opposition also to the

promotion of the commercially-based
"consumer" culture of the sixties, and
his desire to bring this out too in other
musicians. ln particular, perf ormances
of 'Treatise' led him to work with iazz
musicians such as Keith Rowe from the
group AMM, which he was later to
join, and also with amateurs, artists,
students, and so on. This can be seen in
the notes he made while writing and
performing'Treatise'. Cornelius Cardew
wrote: "Any rigidity of interpretation is
automatically thwarted by the confluence
of different personalities"; and, "What I
hope is that in playing this piece each
musician will give of his own music - he
will give it as a response to mf music,
which is the score itself ."

Cornelius Cardew's great strength and
ability to bring people together and f ire
their enthusiasm showed itself then. He
organised numerous concerts of new
music both here and abroad and gave
much self less assistance to you nger
composers and artists. ln fact he was the
undoubted pioneer and leading figure in
experimental music in Britain.

This concern for the problems of the
performer, his opposition to the detachment of musicians from the mass of
society, while upholding the importance

of musical skill and excellence. developed
into the wider concern of creating music
of a more universal, a mass, character.
The embryo of this concern, and how this
related to the musical traditions of the

people, can be seen in his remark of
1965 on "great musical heritage", which
he described as "the enrichment of something primitive that we all carry around
inside us: our living response to present
experie nce.

"

This whole period which lasted through-

out the sixties culminated with the
composition of 'The Great Learning'
(1968-71) and the formation of the
Scratch Orchestra in 1969, by Cardew
with Howard Skempton and Michael
Parsons. The particular concerns which
led up to the formation of the Scratch
Orchestra, hand in hand with which was
written 'The Great Learning' which is
dedicated to the Orchestra, can be seen
in his lecture on improvisation, which
was written around the beginning of
1968. He said of choral and orchestral
writing that "the individual personality
. . , is absorbed into a large organisation

which speaks through its individual
members as if from some higher sphere",
and, "To do something constructive you
have to look beyond yourself ". Although
'The Great Learning' espoused a reactionary ideology

-

Confucianism, which
- the music had

course." Through the vivid and complicated struggles of the Scratch Orchestra, he
began to chart the course which he was
to steer after its demise.
The first year

or so of the

Orchestra's

existence was what many people at the
time spoke of as being the honeymoon

period, and as Cornelius Cardew later
wrote, with the Orchestra he had discovered a source of inspiration (actually
not so much a discovery as a significant
development), which was people themselves. (He wrote in a wry aside in July
1971: ln the serial music of the 50s
composition had an "international" character, the material was physical para'
meters of the acoustical world, pitch,
intensity, duration, etc. Now we should
aim at a "universal" character in which

the

material

of the composition is

people?7) The Orchestra from its very
early days was also concerned with the
question of, who is our audience? and
this concern became a maior preoccupation of Cornelius Cardew and the orches-

tra members. Although the Orchestra did
play in conventional concert hall surroundings, its main concern was not to
play to any musical elite, but to take its
music to the ordinary people. So in the
summer of 1970 for example it undertook a tour of Cornwall and Anglesey,
playing in village halls.

he himself later rejected

many .progressive features. lt involved
large numbers of trained and untrained
musicians in a disciplined, co-ordinated

way and the resulting music o{ten had a
solidity, power and dignity of purpose
which placed it far apart from the fragmented individualism of avant-garde
"happenings". The bringing together of
performers for 'The Great Learning', both
professional musicians and established
composers and amateurs including many

students, coupled with his classes in
experimental music at Morley College,
provided the nucleus for the formation
of the Scratch Orchestra.

With its f ormation, Cornelius

Cardew
became consciously involved in grappling
with the problems of creating music for

the people. The power and drive that
only he could have given to the Orchestra
is expressed well by his comment in the

lecture on improvisation: "Drifting
through life: being driven through life;
neither constitutes a true identification
with nature. The best is lo lead your lif e,
and the same applies in improvising: like
a yachtsman to utilise the interplay of
natural forces and currents to steer a
18

So bit by bit

Cornelius Cardew and
the Orchestra began to take up the question of developing a popular culture in
the service of the people and their struggles, began to see the necessity for this.
However, there were different views on

whether,

in fact, this was the central

question, and also different views about
how it could be achieved. lt was these
conflicts within the Orchestra that gave
it an accelerated motion, led to serious
discussion around the"'discontents" of
the participants and led to the formation

of the

Scratch Orchestra ideological
group in 1971, which Cornelius himself
joined.

The questions on how to develop popular
to opPose "consumer"
culture, were seen not to be able to be

culture, how

solved within the limitations of the
avant-garde. With the ideological group,
the problem began to be posed in such

a way that a solution could be seen. And
at this point, Cornelius Cardew began to

take up Marxist-Leninist ideas, not as a
detached intellectual looking for a way
out of an artistic impasse, but in the
quest for the truth and to come to grips

of

with the reality of what was happening
in the world. At the same time, the
Scratch Orchestra was important as

Cornelius Cardew's life was that

providing the form whereby the theories
could be tested in practice. lt began to
tackle the problem of writing and performing music with a progressive and
revolutionary content. lt espoused internationalism by performing in Austria

ln fact. his
political activity became the springboard
for a new development in his musical
work. both as a composer and performer.
musical talents", and so on.

His espousal of Marxism-Leninism was a
watershed in Cornelius Cardew's musical
activities, there was at this time a qualit-

and Germany. And so on.

From now on, in the interests of developing music and culture in the service of the
people. Cornelius Cardew began to oppose and repudiate the negative aspects
of his work, and to consolidate, make
more conscious, and develop the positive

ative change

in h is

music. Marxism-

'Leninism provided the correct scientific
basis for him to realise his aspiration of
music for the people.

aspects.

This espousal of Marxism-Leninism signal-

led a great upheaval in his work
showed his profound courage

With

increasing social awareness, he
came to realise that the ideology behind
his avant-garde works was idealism, that
these works provided no scientific basis
on which to bring his aspiration of music
for the people to fruition. He came to see
increasingly clearly that the music he
wanted to write had to have as its content

with a considerable following and reputation both in this country and abroad, it
would have been simple to have taken the
straightforward path of a commercially
successful composer and to have then
lived in clover. lnstead he chose the path

years

of struggle.
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was only

to be expected

in the sixties,

when confusion reigned as to what was
progressive, when "alternative cultures"
were promoted, and when the old revolutionary Party, the CPGB, had betrayed
the cause of Marxism-Leninism, and the
task of rebu ilding the Party was only
just about to begin. ln this period many
progressive people, including musicians,
were searching, as indeed many are today,
for a way to place their intellectual
talents in the service of the working class
and people. When Cornelius Cardew came
into contact with Marxism-Leninism, he
was able to discover that way, to find the
solutions for which he had been searching
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l
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nelius Cardew's development during the
with its opposition to formalism,
elitism, commercialism, with its social
awareness and humanity, had gone
through many twists and turns. But this
sixties,

-1

-I

II

He realised that it wasn't possible for an
honest, democratic person to turn his
back on the reality of the people's struggles, that musicians and cultural workers
cannot remain aloof in ivory towers, but
they too have to take a stand. For him to
take this stand was the solution that he
had been searching for, that he had been
groping towards during the sixties. Cor-

4
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and

up to that time. including 'The Great
Learning'. At this stage in his career,

people for a better world.

The crucial factor of the last ten

and

strength of character in rejecting his work

the struggles of the working class and

|t

he

became a communist. Some music critics
have bemoaned this development, saying
that, for example, in becoming politically
active he "sacrif iced his considerable
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for a long period. He could see the grave
dangers that face the working class and
people of Britain and internationally the dangers of war, of fascism, of national
chauvinism and racism - and of the
necessity of opposing these dangers. And
he became aware that ultimately the
overthrow of the capitalist system and
the establishment of socialism was the
only way to elimi nate these dangers and
ensure the economic, political and cultural rights of the people. Not only did
he determine that the task of cultural
workers is to provide literature, arl.,
music to assist the struggles of the people
and write and perform music that achieved this aim, but he became a political
activist himself, working with and eventually joining the forerunner organisation
of the Revolutionary Communist Party
of Britain (Marxist-Leninist). He was a
founder member of RCPB(ML) in March

peoples, being prepared

to make

any

sacrifice necessary, including going to jail.
For instance, he was sent to prison in
1980 after leading a section of the oppo-

sition to the National Front march in
Camberwell. And in November 1981, just
a few weeks before his death, he led a
demonstration against the fascist firebombings of national minority families
in East London. He played a leading role
in setting up the National Organising
Committee of People's Democratic Front
and was elected its General Secretary at
the June 7th Conference in 1981.

former heroes (at least Cage) - the international "sages" of avant-garde music.
However, growing numbers of progressive
people could see the undeniable truth:

that the music of

Cage and Stockhausen
had absolutely no relevance to the impor-

tant issues in the world, to the struggles
of the masses of people and was indeed
reactionary as it covered over and mystified what was going on in the world.
Cardew's message was that in order to
reflect the real world and assist the
people in their struggles, it is absolutely
necessary that in form and content music
be socialist realist.

stand, Cornelius Cardew rejected the
avant-garde and upheld socialisi realism
in music and art. Early in 1972, he wrote
two polemics against Cage and Stockhausen - the leaders of the musical avant-

Cornelius Cardew, around this time,
also composed the first compositions of
his to have revolutionary content. These
included the'Thaelmann Variations',

in the democratic struggles of the people,
himself playing a leading role in organis-

ing many meetings, demonstrations and
pickets against racism and fascism and in
support of the struggles of the world's

element

1979, and a member of the Central Com-

of the avant-garde in Britain attackiAg hls

As an inevitable and necessary part of his

- which fiercely attacked and exposed the reactionary ideology behind
their work, and these were later reproduced in his collection of essays entitled
"stockhausen Serves lmperialism"' The
articles caused great interest and no

mittee. From the beginning of this political activity he participated militantly

"*ry

garde

small amount of controversy and disquiet

in

musical circles. This was partly the
of surprise: here was the leader
20

which is an extended work for

piano

based on a German anti-fascist song
upholding Thaelmann, the leader of the
German Communist Party in the thirties,
who was eventually murdered bY the
nazis. The 'Vietnam Sonata', written to
celebrate the defeat of US imperialism
in May 1975, includes variations on the
song of the National Liberation Front of

South Vietnam" written in Germany, as
well as two of his own songs. The four
pieces for piano on lreland also date
from around this time. These works were
optimistic, mirroring the struggles of the

MH
"ffi

people for liberation. and vigorously

develop song material.

As a performer, Cornelius Cardew joined
People's Liberation Music in 1974. PLM
was a group using a folk/pop idiom, per-

^

forming old and new songs upholding
the struggles of the working class, anti-

fascist songs and songs, particularly lrish
songs, for national liberation. He sang
with PLM on numerous occasions - on

May Day

demonstrations, anti-fascist

demonstrations against the National
Front, and demonstrations in support of
the struggle of the lrish people against
British imperialism.

As well as playing on demonstrations,
PLM toured many parts of Britain and
lreland. The lrish tours were of great
importance in strengthening the unity
and friendship between the British working class and lrish people against British
imperialist rule in lreland, particularly

in the period following the introduction

I

of the "Prevention of Terrorism Act"
when a massive amount of anti-lrish
propaganda was being promoted by the
British ruling circles. The PLM musicians
were warmly received in many parts of

lreland: in Dublin, Belfast, Cork and
many other places. ln Belfast, PLM
played at Andersonstown Community
Centre,

a

republican stronghold in the

north. Later on in the tour, Cornelius
Cardew and the PLM musicians were
arrested by the RUC, and held and
questioned for several hours before being
rel eased.

Cornelius Cardew played an important
role in PLM as pianist, singer and com-

poser. He wrote songs for the group, such
as 'Smash the Social Contract', and made
many arrangements. His clear, powerful

voice could be heard on many demonstrations through the streets of London
and other cities, singing for the freedom
of the lrish people, and in support of the
British working class and the liberation
struggles of the world's people. PLM
played an important role in popularising

many beautiful and militant songs of
such struggles both new and historical.

for instance, made a beautiful
arrangement of the 18th century song
Cornel ius,

'Watkinson's 13s', and arranged and sang

many lrish songs for the group, including 'Bold Fenian Men'. 'Croppy Boy'and
'Boolavogu e'.

m

Peoples Liberation Music band playing
on a May Day demonstration in London,
1 976.
The formation of the Progressive Cultural
Association in 1975, at the initiative of

the

Communist Party

of

England

(Marxist-Leninist)
- forerunner of RCPB
(ML), was an important step in Cornelius
Cardew's musical development, and in the
development of progressive and revolutionary music and art. Cardew came forward to play a leading role in the estab-

lishment and building of PCA, and became its Chairman and leading activist.
As a component part of taking up the
politics of Marxism-Leninism. he played
from that time a leading role in the development of a popular culture in the service
of the people, hls contribution being

given more conscious direction

and

expression through his involvement in the

Marxist-Leninist Party. Thus he wrote
and performed many new communist and

democratic fighting songs and works,
and also gave other musicians tireless and
invaluable assistance to this end. Under

his direction. the PCA became a centre
for progressive artists and muslcians to
work together and discuss the theoretical
and practical problems of the new cultu re.
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It

must be said that Maoism had

an

influenee on him and on the PCA for a
time in the early and mid-seventies, as it
did on the entire Marxist-Leninist move-

ment in this country as well as abroad.

However, Cornelius Cardew was not and
never became a committed Maoist, but
remained throughout true to the principles of Marxism-Leninism. He eventually

repudiated Maoism, as did the entire
Marxist-Leninist movement worldwide.
But while Maoism did not dominate in

the PCA, it nevertheless had an inhibiting
effect. with its reduction of cu ltu re to
philistine sloganeering, divorced from the
traditions of the people. The repudiation

of Maoism
f

gave rise to new songs and
lourishing in the cultural work.

a

It is important to appreciate correctly
what Cornelius Cardew achieved, where
precisely he made his contribution as a
musician, in the period from the time he
embraced the cause of communism until
his untimely death. lt is true that he had
not composed works on the scale of
'Treatise' or 'The Great Learning', but he
had made an inestima ble contribution

(and this is just a facet of his work) to
creating the conditions, to solving the
problems, that would make the composi-

tion of such major socialist realist works
possible, and the great tragedy is that he
was killed when on the threshold of the
production of such works. Nevertheless,

socialist realist compositions of great
stature did appear, notably the late
'Boolavogue' for two pianos, 'We Sing
for the Future' for piano, and indeed the
song on which the piano work is based.
These substantial socialist realist works

marry song melodies with

advanced
developmental compositional forms and

techniques, assimilated from the highpoint of classical music. Cardew, as a

composition pupils. but in working with

and encouraging the singers and instrumentalists who participated in the PCA.
as well as, for instance, progressive West
lndian musicians. Cornelius Cardew and
the PCA participated in many demonstrations. Cornelius Cardew and the music

of the PCA

were well-known by the

working people and youth of East London especially - as well as many other
parts of the country - through the concerts they put on in the community.
These concerts included songs against
fascism and racism, in support of the
lrish struggle, songs from many different
counffies, upholding the struggles of the
British working class, and so on, and were

communist composer and musician, worked to uncover and uphold and develop
the positive features of classical, folk
and modern music. Besides these works
should be placed the song 'The Founding

very popular.

a brilliant song, full of

Camps have the theme

of the Party', the music and words of
which were written by him, for this is
musical craft
yet in a popular style, much loved, and

written to celebrate an occasion of great
importance: the founding in March 1979
of the Revolutionary Communist Party
of Great Britain (Marxist-Leninist).
Yet to look only at the extant composit-

ions when assessing Cornelius Cardew's
significance would be misleading. For in
his development, especially since the
founding of RCPB(ML) in 1979, he made
a maior musical contribution of a far
wider extent. Not only did he unite and
inspire musicians and cultural workers in
the democratic and revolutionary move-

ment, but he succeeded in developing

progressive and revolutionary music with
a mass character. Workers from many

- lreland and Canada, for
example - all in large numbers wanted to
hear Cornelius Cardew and his music. ln
this respect, he found in fact what he had
been striving for with the Scratch Orchestra. Cornelius Cardew engaged in musical
activities at many levels, as well as im-

countries

mersing himself in political activity, with

the aim of developing culture of a truly
mass and popular character, as a compo-

nent part of building the unity of the
people in struggle against racism, fascism
and war and for democracy, progress
and freedom, and his work at all these
levels won him wide acclaim.

Some examples: Cornelius Cardew was

active in the Musicians' Union, for instance f ighting that musicians who
promoted open fascism should be expel-

led from the union. He remained very
active in training musicians, not only his

An important aspect of Cornelius Cardew's work was his internationalism. A
vivid example is his participation in the
4th lnternational Youth Camp in Germany in 1980. The lnternational Youth
of youth against
racism, fascism and war and for peace

and socialism and take place in different
countries. Here Cornelius Cardew organised and inspired much cultural activity. He

organised and directed an international
choir with singers from over 12 different
countries and produced a songbook for
the choir with workers' songs in many

different

languages. He led much valuable

discussion with the cultural groups from
different countries and encouraged them
to develop new revolutionary songs as
well as to sinq the traditional working
class songs

from their country.

Another example of his internationalism
was the occasion of the invitation in 1979
from the Communist Party of Canada
(Marxist-Leninist) to musicians from the
PCA to participate in a series of youth
concerts right across Canada, This tour
was immensely successful. Cornelius Cardew led the PCA group in collaborating

with the

Canadian Cultural Workers'

Committee in producing many new songs
for the tour. He not only composed songs
himself (including 'We Sing for the Fut-

ure') but worked tirelessly in assisting
the other composers in writing the songs
and leading on all the organisational
fronts. This tour had lasting results in

cementing close friendship and collabor-

ation between PCA and the CCWC and
was the first of several exchange visits.

ln 1981 came two events which marked

important advances in the development
of culture that serves to unite people on
a very broad scale, both nationally and
internationally, in opposition to all that
22

is reactionary, that expresses their aspirations for democracy, for progress and for
freedom, and upholds and develops their

popular traditions. These events were
the First lnternational Sports and Cultural Festival in Canada, and the AntiFascist Concert "They Shall Not Pass'
held on December 5th in London, both
of which were tremendous achievements
and in both of which Cornelius Cardew
played a leading role.

The First lnternational Sports and Cultural Festival, held in Vancouver, was a
very broad-based festival in which more
than 50,000 people from many countries
including lndia, Pakistan, Britain, Denmark, and Germany, participated - in the
events or as spectators, lt was a genuine

people's festival,

not financed by

any

state institution but by the people themselves. lt had the aim of genuinely developing sports and culture in the service of

the people, and on the cultural front,

upholding artistic honesty, high standards
and a popular character. Cornelius Cardew and the PCA musicians performed at
many of the concerts. Cornelius, on arrival back in this country, was already starting to prepare for the Second I nternational Sports and Cultural Festival which is
to take place here in Britain in August.

of the most important contributions
of all that Cornelius Cardew was to inake,
and one of his last, was the December
sth Concert which was organised by
People's Democratic Front and the PCA
just a week before his tragic death. This
historic concert was organised on the
basis of unity in action against racism
and fascism, and in it traditional. classical
and folk, communist and democratic
musicians united in opposition to fasOne

cism. Some

of Cornelius Cardew's

own

piano pieces, based on old lrish tunes,
were played, and at the concert he made
his last public speech. The hall was packed with working people of many nationalities. and the concert was highly popular and successful. lt vividly summed up
Cornelius Cardew's work as a revolutionary composer and musician.

Cornelius Cardew's work as a f ighter
for the cause of the people and a communist was not separate from, but very
intimately bound up with, his development as a musician and comPoser. He
refused to sell his soul to gain an easy
life and fame and fortune, but instead
used his considerable talents in the service of the people and their struggles.
His life was tragically cut short and his
work left uncompleted at a time when

it

was on the point of blossoming further.
However. his work as a composer, his
political and cultural activity, his work as

a performer, as a teacher, as a f ighter for
the people. and as a communist, make
him a figure of outstanding importance
whose work will never be forgotten and
who made a great and lasting contribution to the cause of progressive music
and culture and to the cause of the
emancipation of mankind.
The Progresive Cultural Association calls

on all democratic and progressive

musi-

cians and cultural workers to learn from
the example of Cornelius Cardew, to car-

ry forward his work, and to ensure that
the aims to which he dedicated his life
- the cause of democracy, freedom and
genuine progress - are realised. There
can be no greater honour which we can
render to the memory of Cornelius
Cardew.
Progressive Cultu ral Association
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Speeches

OPENING SECTION OF THE LAST
PUBLIC SPEECH OF CORNELIUS CAR.
DEW, MADE AT THE CONCERT

,,THEY SHALL NOT PASS" ON

5

being developed on

conscious policy

to

a big scale as a
divide and attack

the working people. National chauvinism

DECEMBER 1981.
Friends and comrades,

Unity is the basis of tonight's concert.
This is our tradition, and we cherish it
and defend it, and will continually
strengthen it against all the efforts that
the bourgeoisie is making to split this
unity with their racism, with their crisis
policies, their war plans, and so on.
It's 45 years ago this year that thousands

of British workers went to Spain to defend democracy. Although the democratic f orces were defeated in the Spanish

civil war, this war has gone down

ised and being given huge protection and
encouragement by the state. Racism is

in

history as a glorious chapter in the h istory of the working people. Why is this?
It's because it was a model of proletarian
internationalism in deeds. Our parents
and grandparents did not go to fight in
Spain for some ulterlor motive, for their
own personal benefit or interest, but
because the cause of democracy and
freedom was in serious danger, and it was
the duty of all to stand up and defend
this cause of democracy and freedom.
(Applause)

Also 45 years ago this year, the Mosleyites - the fascists in Britain - were
defeated. Cable Street on October 4th,
1936, - this picture on our poster is a
picture from this struggle - was the
climax of a whole series of fighting
actions. After th is defeat in the battle
of Cable Street, the British Union of
Fascists was not able to raise its head
agai n.

Three years later the world was plunged
into war by Hitler and Mussolini; a war

in which millions laid down their lives.
It's immortal glory to these heroes and
heroines - and not only the heroes and
heroines, but also all the ordinary people
who were simply killed in concentration
camps, in their homes, whether in London, in Dresden, in Hiroshima, and count'
less other places - it's glory to these
people that fascism was defeated. This
vast sacrif ice in World War ll was not
in vain.

Today, once again, the crisis is pushing
the bourgeoisie towards fascism and war.
All the anti-fascist documents and agree'
ments that were signed after World War
ll are being torn up one by one. ln violation of all these agreements and declarations, new nazi parties are being organ-

is spread everywhere, vast sums are spent
on war preparations - f 16 per week per
family is spent to finance the war preparations of the British imperialists.

Now, is this what we fought for? ls this
what our parents and grandparents fought
forT And is this what the millions died for
in World War ll? No! lt's freedom and
democracy that we f ought f or. And
that's what we're f ighting for today, and
that's what we always will f ight for. And
the People's Democratic Front stands for
this struggle. lt's determined to organise
a broad front, a nationwide organisation,
that fights consistently for freedom and
democracy,

for the rights and

of the people,

interests

against racism, against
fascism and war, against the very serious
dangers that are facing mankind today.
(Applause).

CORNELIUS CARDEW'S INTRODUC.

TION AT THE DECEMBER sth 1981
CONCERT TO THE SONG: 'HAIL
IRELAND'S GLORIOUS MARTYRS"
This is a song in support of the lrish
people, who've always struggled for
their freedom
cou ntry

-

for the liberation of their

.

We sing this song in support of the lrish
people, not because they're lrish, but
because they've always struggled through
the centuries to free their country. And
we've organised this concert in honour of
th.e struggles of Cable Street and the con-

tribution that the British working class
made in Spain. And we honour those
people who fought

-

not

because they're

British, but because they fought to
liberate themselves and to liberate their
countries, and to stand up for the cause
of freedom and democracy.

We support the people

of all nations,

whatever their colour, religion and so on,

who are struggling to free themselves:
and in this sense we dedicate this song
- "Hail lreland's Glorious Martyrs" -

to the struggle of the people of the
world for their freedom, for their
cipation.
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The Cornelius Cardew Foundation

A

foundation is currently being established to advance education, general
appreciation and understanding of music
with regard to the lif e and work of
Cornelius Cardew.

The foundation will promote new music
and encourage and assist young musicians
in developing their work in the service
of the people.
For more information about the founda-

tion and for donations and
please write to:

covenants

The Cornelius Cardew Foundation
53West Ham Lane, London,E15.

Dedications

I had been present at a good number of
Cornelius' performances from the late
sixties and early seventies (l remember
with special affection a performance of
'The Great Digest' wh ich caused u nprecedented scenes at Cheltenham Festival, and the delightful Beethoven Concert
given by the Scratch Orchestra at the
Purcell Room), when he approached me
about appearing with him in some programmes of Chinese songs. Despite our

differing political and musical standpoints, I accepted without hesitation
the chance to discover at f irst hand more
about this intriguing and challenging

musical personality. The experience made
a deep impression on me. lt was impossible not to be caught up in the general
warmth of commitment and splritual
idealism emanating from Cornelius himself, and pervading everyone involved in
the project. far transcending the actual
musical content, perhaps, on this occasion, but somehow cleansing the mind,

and raising all kinds of soul-searching
questions about the nature and validity
of one's work as a performing artist.
Though I would not feel able to allow
myself to be drawn to dedicate my work
to political beliefs as Cornelius did, my
admiration for his courage to practise

what he preached was, and is, boundless.
He was a unique human being whose
aura and influence will always be with
us. lt is frustrating to imagine what still
newer avenues he might have probed if
he had not met such a tragic early death,

but I shall always be grateful for having
known and worked alongside him.
Jane Manning

This last December Cornelius

Cardew

was killed by a hit-and-run driver in
London. He was forty-f ive years old. lt
is hard to say briefly what he meant to a

remarkably large number of us. He was
the most important composer in England,
because
because

of the quality of his music,
of his organizing. because of his

thinking, speaking and writing. ln the
mid-50s he linked the U.S. and European avant garde. He worked with Stockhausen and he established in England the
music of John Cage, Morton Feldman,
La .Monte Young, Terry Riley and my
own work. He was then himself a focal
figure, attracting around him a variety
of musicians, including non-professionals,
artists and jazz performers, and he turned
principally to collaborative music making,
in the improvisational group AMM and
the unique Scratch Orchestra which he

founded

with

Howard Skempton and
in 1969. By the early
70s the social aspect of h is mu sical
activity, so far libertarian and anarchist,
took on more precise, political definition. He joined and worked, both polMichael Parsons

itically and musically, f or an

English

Marxist-Leninist party. And he repudiated as politically regressive much of the
avant garde of which he had been a part.
Using traditional and political songs as
material h e wrote mu sic, mostly for

piano, in a romantic-realistic style intending it for a wider audience which might
be affected by it's political content. At
the same time, he worked with a band

which performed traditional and new
political songs at rallies and demonstrations. Of the songs he himself wrote,
one

-

Bethanien Song, written in Berlin

during

a campaign for better health

facilities in a working class neighbourhood, has become part of the local folk
music.

He was, personally and musically, someone you knew you had to come to terms

with. He made no compromises. His
directions changed, but on a progressive
path, towards people's lives and struggles.
He took remarkable risks with his life
and work. And the music came along,

to be useful in the process.
This process, together with his fine and
lively musical intelligence and feeling,
continues to be the source of his music's
strength. The changing was sometimes
painful; it was also exhilarating. He
thought both hard and with feeling so
that he could be passionately clear, his
thought and work joined; and he acted
changing

calmly and with good hope.
Ghristian Wolff

February 1982
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I was recently asked why my attitude

as a

dogged by selfconsciousness and doubt - a reasonable
question when one recalls comments of
"new music" composers, whether students or established, the small audiences
they attract and the number of first
performances that are also last performances. The major part of the answer
was that, while a student at the Royal
Academy of Music, I had studied composition with Cornelius Cardew, and it was
entirely thanks to Cornelius' influence
composer was

not

that I had ridden the crisis of role that
paralysed almost all of my fellow composition students. With his help, I had
developed a sensitivity to the social and

political aspects of music and had become involved in the work for a socialist
musical tradition.

His teaching was filled with sharp insights about my work which never
damned but equ ipped me to analyse
my own creations. On the other hand,
his music and his ideas (particularly

his

Marxism-Leninism

and a

related

stance on musical questions) offered a
challenge that I was eager to take up.
I have lived them ever since 1979 when
my studies ended. They have served as a

forceful example

wh

ich I have never

accepted unquestioningly but from which
I have drawn great inspiration.

Tim Jos, 293.82

"For an artist, it is not one's conscience,
but one's talent, making cowards of us
all. Cardew's courage to dismiss an
earlier abstract artistry of h is own is
indeed heroic. His career bares a comparison to D.H.Lawrence. Both set aside an

evocative use

medium

of the

language

for a kind of

of

their

"message" of

sorts. Cage in his own way did likewise.
ln this regard Cornelius Cardew is not in
bad company. However, it is in a work
such as The Great Learning which I feel
Cardew found a unique equanimity of

a

musical poetry and
his political beliefs - something akin
to what Christian Wolff is doing with
similar concerns. As perhaps the last
indigenous esoteric composers su rviving on this planet, I deeply mourn Carmeans between

dew's death. He wrote beautifully about

my own music and played it exquisitely. Perhaps we were not that far apart
than one might think. There will always
be.. . . . Cornelius Cardew."
Morton Feldman, March 18, 1982.

All of us who worked with

Cornelius

were very moved and inspired by him.
He was first and foremost a militant
Marxist-Leninist revolutionary. He was
also a man of exceptional talent in his

field as a musician and composer, and a
very modest man - the qualities of the
new man.

Cornelius made a significant contribution

on the cultural front. His contribution
is such that his loss has repercussions and
is felt not only in his own homeland, but
.plso in Canada and Internationally. For
a man such as Cornelius with high standing in his own field to come forward and

is unprecedented in recent years.

your imperturbable nature!

His life stands as an inspiration and example to artists and cultural workers everywhere, showing in a concrete way that it
is possible to reject the decadent and
pornographic culture of the imperialists

forward as Cornelius did, to f ight
sing for the future.

and

-

"directions" - it made me anxious and
- at the same time - I admired You,
th is same passion and conviction
you wrote and made music. Your musical
language changed, but between the

With

early works and "The East ls Red"
see no difference - you are behind
those pieces. Your greatness was: you
could allow yourself to be subjective!

I

Adieu Cornelius,
Janos.

Janos Negyesy, La Jolla, March 20,1982.

Extracts from the Tribu€ by the Canadian Cultural Workers' Comm ittee

Bethanien campaign song.

rn il

even when you changed

human rights

the
peoples, especially the youth, and to take
up the cause of the proletarian revolution,
the real advance of society, to come

J*ttl't't

became a part of West-Berlin's
history. Your inexorable struggle for

- you

take up the cause of revolution, to selflessly put his talents and his knowledge in
the service'of the proletariat and people,

which does such great harm to

ln 1973, whilst working in Berlin as a
guest student, Cornelius actively supported a popular campaign to turn the
old Bethanien Hospital into a much
needed childrens health centre, rather
than the 'Artists' Centre' proposed by
the Senate. Among other things on this
front Cornelius wrote the music for the

Dear Cornelius,

You are gone and these lines are only a
timid effort of mine to continue our long
conversations - not our talks about
music, but about humanitY. You were
always a bitter opponent of dictatorial
political systems. you were against
injustice to the workers. Ten years ago,
when we met first in Berlin, you asked
me to find for you a room, as a subtenant in Neu-Kolln, because you wanted
to live with the people. talk to them,
breathe the same air . . then you were
f ighting - also in Berlin - for a hospital
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'LIVE ELECTONTC MUStC, (1968) _ featur_
ing MEV as well as AMM. Mainstream MS

5002.

'THE CRypT 12th June 1978,(pubtished
1981 ) Matchless recordings, MR5. (Double_

album box set).

'COMMONWEALTH INSTITUTE 20th Aprit

1967'(to be released during 1982). United
Dairies 01 2. (part of compilation album).
,CORNE
LIUS CARDEW THE GREAT
LEARNING. Paragraph 217, The Scratch

Orchestra (19711. Deutsche Grammophon
2561 107.

,LEO BROUWER,
GUITAR' (197 ). COrnelius Cardew - Material. Deutsche Gram_

mophon 2555.

,CORNELIUS

CARDEW FOUR PRIN.
CIPLES ON IRELAND AND OTHER

PIECES' (1974],. Cornelius CarOew piano.

Cramps

-

will be obtainable from

indicated by numbers in parentheses: (.1 )
Peters Edition, (2) Universal Edition, i3i
Novello, (4) Experimental Music Catalogue.
Piano solo. Three piano Sonatas (19S5_5g)

February Pieces (1959-61) (1)
Three Winter Potatoes (1961_S) (1)
Memories of You (1964) Graphic notatlon (2)
Piano Album 1973.
Piano

Album lg74

Thalmann Variations fi974} @l
Vietnam Sonata (1976) (4)
We Sing for the Future (19g0)

Two'pianos. Two Books of Study for pianists

(1e58) (1)
Sonata for Two Pianos (19g1 )
Cham!e1. Music. Three pieces
and Piano (198S)

for

Trumpet

Two String Trios (i9b5-56)
Octet 1959 (picc. alto flt, ob, E flat clt, bcl,
dbn, vln)

First Movement for String Ouartet (1g61)
The East is Red (1972) and Vln and piano
Thalmann Sonata (1974) for violin and percus-

sionist
The Workers' Song (1g7g) for sol violin.
(Arr.) Albanian Song ,Little partisan, (1980)
for ob, cl, tn hn, trmbn.

Vietnams Victory (unda;
(undated) for Bb, tcts,

4 hrns, 3 trmbns, tba.
Orchestra. Arrangement for Orchestra (1960)
Autumn '60 (any instruments) (2)
Third Orchestra piece 1960
Movement for Orchestra (1962) (1)
Bun No 1 (1965)
Bun No 2 lt964l l1l
Consciously (undated)
Dartmoor (undated)

Solo voice. Great lndian people

(undated)

Voice and piano. ,Why cannot the ear be closed
(William

(Confucian

ions) (4)

Schooltime Speciat (196g) (verbat text) (4)

Brass Band: Vietnams Victory (unaateJ)'
arranged for Brass Band
Film Music 'strindberg, (197,|)
'Sugar' (undated) for JJ

mended Records, 583 Wandsworth Road,
London, SW8, England . Tel: 01_622 gg34

'Cold Night' (19741 for Mike Radford

,

$n,

Bethanien Song (1973)
Four Principles on lreland (,lg73)
Long Live Chairman Mao (1g73)

Revolution ins the Main Trend in the World

Today (1973)
for the Anti-lmperialists
Stand up and Fight
ML Anthern 'll Communism o, 1.1974)
Voice and Orchestra (Arr.) Sound the Alarm
Song

1

b

flgal hrn, 1 eup,3 trmbns.

Choral and instrumental. The Great Learning
(1968-70) l4l. (Seven paragraphs. Text

translated from Confucious. For a large
number of trained and untrained perfor_
mers, singers and instrumentalists. Musical,
verbal and graphic notations. The Great
Learning includes an extended organ solo
(para. 1) and a set of nine,Ode Machines,
for voices, solo or in combination. poems
from the Confucian Book of Odes.)
The Proletariat Seeks to Transform the World
fi9711

(Arr.) Chinese Revolutionary Song
flt, soprano, chorus and piano.

Another arrangement of the above (1g721 tor
Contralto, alto flt, CH, percussion, harp,
vla, D bass, 3 congas, gong, cowbell, vivet
cymbal, xylo.
(Arr.) The lnternationale (1973) for unison
voices and tpt, ob, clt, cello.

The Old and the New (1g73), Sop. solo, chorus

the Rule' for solo voice, chorus and instru- \
ments (1978)

Uncatalogued collection

of songs for

Peoples Liberation Band.

I

The

Uncatalogued collection of songs for The progressive Cultural Association.

lndeterminate instrumentation: Octet ,61 for
(part{raphic notation) (1}
Solo with Accompaniment (1964) (two perfor_
mers using any instruments) (2)
Material for Harmony instruments (1g64) (any
. . .ensemble of chord-playing instruments) (2)
Volo Solo (1964) (for virtuoso or group of
virtuosi) (1 )
Jasper Johns

Treatise (196367) (graphic score) (l

)

Sextet - The Tiger,s Mind (1967) (verbal
text)

(1

)

r
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,Wild

Lillies Bloom Red as Flame, (,tg72l for

and orch.

Sch-ooltime Compositions (196g) (an ,Opera
Book'; verbal, graphic and musical notat_

are
Recom_

Btake) (3)

Soo n (1971 ) u nison so ng

(Arr.) Brecht Songs for ,The Exception and,

Book of Odes) (4)

rec_

Words (1972-73)

(Arr.) Chinese Revolutionary Songs (1g72-73)
Chorus and piano. Ah Thel (1963) (Wiltiam

(Handel) (undated) for Tenor, 5 crnts,

Three Bourgeois Songs (1973)

many (double album).

ords listed above and others as they

Works are conventionally notated except
where otherwise indicated. publishers are

Btake)

'CHARLES IVES
Four Sonatas for violin
and piano'. Janos -Negyesy violin and Cornel_
ius Cardew piano (1g75). Thorofon _ Ger_

released,

(Arr.) Chinese Revolutionary Songs with New

to its own destruction?,(1957)

ttaty, CRSLp 6106.

When available, the gramophone
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The }thrsrcA series is proud to have been associated with
the work of Cornelius Cardew

Cornelius Cardew
on
The Memorial Concert organizing committee would like to express thanks to
Recommended Records for their donation to the Cornelius Cardew Foundation.

AMM
Music

55 mvoUea as I @ in the British music scene,
the most qctive in the world,I do thinJ< thct Britains
musicicErs @e Dot so rMeU provided lor in tragdc ccses
oI qccident @xcl illness or in their old age.They grive

much plecsure io so mcny thousands ol people,
not iust in rhis countl' but cll over the world, thcrt I
believe we owe theB a gEect debt oI gEctifucte thcrt
ccsr never be repcid. Perhcrps we mcry help by giving
as much support qswe ccnr to the Musiciqns
Benevolent t\Jnd.99
so

BERNARD HAITINK
Pleose send o donotion,lorge or smotl. It will help to molntoin
our two homes ol residence lor elderly ond retired musiciqns
ond will give cornlort lo mony who long tor your suppofi.

PNlip Crcmrner, Chcrjrmcsr,
MT'SICIANS BENNIOI,E}.rr FU}TD,
16

Ogle Sireet,londonWlp 7LG.

t{ffiHF^?q,
29

Cornelius Cardew
The untimely death of Cornelius Cardew has deprived us of an artist whose dedication to his beliefs determined his
way of life and his creativity. lt is our hope that this concert, performed freely by his friends and colleagues, will
provide a fitting tribute to his life's work.

lan Horsbrugh, Chairman, New Macnaghten Concerts
Laurie Baker

Bob Coleridge
Kate Collison
Patrick Foster
Maranda Cullylove

Alex Balanescu
David Bedford
Gavin Bryars
Steve Calder
Carol Chant
Michael Chant
,Horace Cardew
'Walter Cardew

Lou Gare
Liam Genockey
Gerry Gold
Alec Hill
Christopher Hobbs

The Firsf Movement for String Auartet,
completed in December 196 1, was
commissioned by Dr. Thomas Armstrong
and the Royal ,Academy of Music and is
dedicated to Howard Ferguson. Theie
are no bar-lines but the piece consists
of 274 crotchet beats. The beat is variable, as are the subdivisions of the beat:
J = on the beat,Tj = just after the beat,

7J = between the beats.I. 7|= just before
the next beat. Thus each beat/'moment'

is individualised through the rhythmic
variety and complexity which in turn
influences the length of the beat. However, the variability should not disrupt
the regularity of the pulse and the impres-

sion is of ceaseless flow. The rhythmic
detail, the constant use of harmonics
engage the ear but the pulse irresistibly
drives the music forward and the 'moments'are enjoyed but fleetingly.

There is no highlighting of individual
instruments; the quartet is treated as
one instrument and the serene ending
is reminiscent

of

Feldman's music

-

the

rhythmic complexities dissolve until,
throughout the last section, only the
pulse remains. The four-and five-part
harmony thins out into two-part harmony between cello and viola and the
piece ends on an A major chord pl.ayed
twice, with the cello echoing the very
first two notes of the work
ing 1Oth on E flat-C.

-

a descend-

As yet, very little is known about

the

origins of Octet'71. The MS is neat and
obviously represents a complete and
final version with a date 5.4.71. The fact

that it has

never been perf ormed is
to the difflculty of
assembling the instrumental f orces
involved, and to the composer,s increasing indifference to avant-garde music in
probably due both

the early seventies.

Peter Howe
David Jackman

Tim

Joss

Sheila Kasabova
Frances Kelly

Tim Mason
Melinda Maxwell
lan Michell
Tim Michell

JSnos Ndgyesy

Michael Nyman
Michael Parsons

Geoff Pearce
Elizabeth Perry
Tom Phillips
Eddie Pr6vost

Karen Rhodes

Keith Rowe

Frederic Rzewski Bob Wolford
Brigid Scott-Baker
Hugh Shrapnel AMM

Smith
Eisler Ensemble
Todd
English Chamber Choir
Emily Underwood Dir. Guy Protheroe
Jane Wells
PCA Singers
John White
PLM
Sylvia Williams Scratch Orchestra
Dave

Michelle

The reason for calling this piece for ten
instruments an'Octet' is obscure, but

like other contradictions in Cardew's
it is probably the inescapable
consequence of some characteristic Cardew logic, which an inspection of the
scores

diaries may one day explain. Not a few
of the titles of works have a touch of
humour: Winter Potatoes', because "they

had been lying underground for some
time"; 'Bun for Orchestra', because "a
bun is something you give to elephants
at the zoo and that is how I feel when
I give my pieces to an orchestra" and
becauie a bun is "filling but not substantial ".

The Octet itself is su btly humorous;
the wind quartet and harp play slow,
sustained sounds with the tuba, oboe
and clarinet dropping out in turn early
on. The flute and harp are left to con-

tinue the slow tread of the music alone,
" while the strings, guitar and banjo are
assigned a gentle melodic phrase
" each
(marked "no hurry") with which, increasingly, the proceedings are punc-

the text in unison against a background
of sustained whistling sound: THE
GREAT LEARNING TAKES ROOT IN
CLARIFYING THE WAY WHEREIN
THE INTELLIGENCE INCREASES
THROUGH THE PBOCESS OF LOOKING STRAIGHT INTO ONE'S OWN
HEART AND ACTING ON THE RE.
SULTS; lT lS ROOTED lN WATCHING WITH AFFECTION THE WAY
PEOPLE GROW; lT lS ROOTED lN
COMING TO REST, BEING AT EASE
IN PERFECT EOUITY.

At the end of the text

one

of

the

whistlers interprets a section of the score
which is written in unconventional,

graphic notation derived from Chinese
ideograms. At the end of the solo the
speakers again recite the text, at the end
of the text another soloist interprets the
same graphic notation and so on. Finally
the speakers recite the text for dre last

time, the chinese bell rings out, the sound
of the organ emerges imperceptibly and
is switched off

.

tu ated.

Treatise, AMM music, and the relation-

ship between the two is dealt with

in the programme (see "The
Music" and "lmprovisation" contributions). This evening's performance will
consist of an extract from Treatise
performed by past and present members
elsewhere

of AMM.

I

of The Great Learning has
a strong ritualistic feeling and the opening

Paragraph

passage for organ (a sustained two-note
chord) and stones evokes an atmosphere
of primitivism. The following section is
a substantial organ solo, improvisatory
in character, which eventually gives way
to the ritual proper: the speakers recite

The Turtledoye is the third of "3 Bourgeois Songs" and is dated 24.2.1973. By

this time Cardew had already taken a
strong stand against the avant-garde
(including his own earlier music) and
had ventured several essays in a new
style, including the Red Flag prelude
and other short piano pieces which
formed part of the Piano Album com-

piled later in the same year. He had also
completed a transcription of The East
is Red for violin and piano.
The direct, uncompromising diatonicism
some of these pieces from the early
seventies is in sharp contrast to the somewhat obtuse harmonic language of the

of

Bourgeois Songs which clearly belong to

a more recent, twentieth century category of tonal music. Nevertheless, the
tonal background is undeniable and

Cardew uses this dimension to characterise the emotional and intellectual content
of the music in a subtle way. The result

is music which indeed depicts the

Its chicks play amongst the brambles.
The good man my lord,
His manner is not extravagant.
His manner not being extravagant
Makes straight all the four nations.

ation of the sold-out Trade Union leader-

The turtledove sits up in the mulberry

A film of Cornelius Cardew performing.

dis-

creet charm of the bourgeoisie.

The context of these songs was Cardew's
then preoccupation with the class content
of art, an aspect which had been the focal
point of much of Mao Tse Tung's writings
on art (e.9. Talks at the Yenan Forum).
ln an introduction to a performance of
two of the Bourgeois Songs, Our Joy

and Turtledove. Cardew wrote, "The
reason for presenting these songs is to get
to grips with bourgeois thoughts, bourgeois emotions. ln short, what is bour-

ideology? . The second poem
(Turtledove) again purports to have been

geois

written by a u,roman, this time in praise
of her ruler. He is depicted as the wise,
benevolent, generous and modest ruler,
above all he is the mirror of nature - his
way is natu ral, therefore destined to
survive 10,000 years.

t ree

ments serve

He makes straight the nation's people
So why should not his presence be felt
ten thousand years?

The Croppy Boy/Boolavogue

arrangement of two lrish folksongs
from the 1798 rebellion, which Cornelius
Cardew devised for People's Liberation

An

Music. Much of his later music refers
to, and is inspired by, the culture of the
lrish people. "Croppies" was the name
given to the rebels of 1798 who fought
heroically against the British troops
("yeomanry"). Father Murphy was one
Priests who participated

of the Croppy

in the Wexford Rising:

al side: basically ecstatic submission,
either to the power of the man, or to
the eternal processes of nature whereby
the master k nows best just like the
mother turtledove over her children."
The Turtledove is from an anthology
of odes selected by Confucius (551479BC).

'Then Father Murphy from old Kil-

cormick

The turtledove sits up in the mulberry
tree

Its chicks are seven: one, two.

Spurred up the rock with a warning
cry,
"Arm. arml" he cried, "For l've come
to lead you,
For lreland's Freedom we'll fight or

die."'

Watkinson's Thirbens
An arrangement by Cornelius Cardew of

a song by Joseph Mather 11737-1804\
who was a supporter of "the Radical

The Turtledove

three,

four, five, six, seven.
The good man my lord,
His manner is constant always.
His manner is constant always
His heart is tied to mine. Ah!

cause" in the 1790s. The song stems from
a struggle against an employer, Watkinson, who paid his workers the price of
twelve knives, while demanding thirteen
from them. The song vividly characterises the f ighting sentiment of the workers,
and in particular their views on how the
thirteenth knife should be used:

'And may the odd knife h is great

carcass dissect.

The turtledove sits up in the mulberry

Lay open his vitals f or men to inspect.
heart full as black as the infernal

tree

A

Its chicks play in the (one, two, three,
f our, f ive, six, seven) plum tree.
The good man my lord
Has ribbons of silk.
His ribbons of silk

His beret is of dappled leather.

The turtledove sits up in the mulberry
tree

gulf

,

ln that

greedy, bloodsucking,

and

bone-scraping wolf ! '
Smash the Social Contract!

A

met with a warm welcome from

marches.

Thaelmann Song

ln 1933 the nazis arrested him and
massive international campaign was
launched demanding his release. Thaelmann was executed in Buchenwald in
1927.

a

1944.

(Book of Odes, No 152)

. . . What about the emotion-

lt

The song, which he translated, is about
Ernst Thaelmann. Secretary of the
Communist Party of Germany from

Its chicks perch on the hazel.
The good man my lord
Makes straight the nation's people.

It is not hard to see whom these senti-

ship.

workers on the Mayday and subsequent

song which Cornelius Cardew wrote
for the Mayday demonstration in 1977.
The song opposes the wage restraint
policy of the then Labour Government
which was enforced with the collabor-

Thalmann Variations. Here is Cardew's
own programme note written in August
1975:

I wrote the Thalmann Variations in
1974 to mark the 30th anniversary of

the death of Ernst Thalmann, Secretary
of the German Communist Party (KPD)
from 1927. ln 1933 he was imprisoned
by the nazis and in 1944 they murdered
him in Buchenwald concentration camp.
The theme of the variations is the Thalmann Sang (1934) which is still popular
today in the German workers'movement.
The variations are grouped in three large
sections.

The first section begins pastorally, and
the theme in its actual militant folm is
only introduced later. This symbolises
the formation of the modern proletariat
out of the pre-industrial peasantry and
handicraft workers. The section ends
with two more songs: Eisler's Heimliche
Aufmarsch {19271, used here to represent
the vitality that Thalmann's leadership
introduced into the KPD, and Koechlin's
song Liberons Thalmann (1934) arranged
in such a way as to reflect something of
the cataclysm that overtook the German
working class on Hitler's accession to
power.

The middle section is composed of three
slow variations. ln writing these solemn

I was thinking not only of Thalmann's death, but of the millions of
working people of all nationalities who
pieces

gave their lives in the fight against fascism
in the Second World War.
Popu larising the h istory of the antifascist struggle is just one aspect of
combating the groMh of fascism in

our own time. The last section

is devoted

to the work of the present KPD
taking up and developing

in
Thalmann's

line to meet the needs of the

present

the whole capitalist

system.

stage of' the fight against fascism and
agai

nst

The Workerc' Song for violin solo was
written for the German violinist Gotz
Bernau in 1978-9. lt is based on two
tunes: "The Coal Owner ands the Pitman's Wife", a 19th century song, which
was re-written as "The Workers' Song"

We Sing for the Future
Another setting of a Canadian revolutionary poem, written f or a series of concerts
across Canada following the Second
All-Canada National Youth Festival in

i 979. The chorus has the simplicity
and dignity characteristic of the best
rallying songs of the working class.
We Sing for the Future, Proletarians

of all lands,
We unite and fight together for revo-

in 1978, and "Our Party's First Congress"
written by a supporter of the Communist Party of England (Marxist-Leninist),

We sing

also in 1978.

of all lands,

lution and socialism,

for the future, Proletarians

We unite and fight together for the

Unlike the later piano music. in which he

often incorporates'modernisms', here
Cardew does not use the variations to
contrast with, or even negate the folk
flavour of tir'e tunes; on the contrary
the variations themselves are strongly
reminiscent of folk style and use traditional classical violin techniques, i.e.

victory of Communism.'
Cornelius Cardew later used the song as
the basis for an extended piano piece.
his last work.

The Workers' Song is cast in a synthesis
of traditional violin styles.

The first group of variations, on The
Workers' Song, move through the major
mode to a statement of the second tune.

Our Party's First Congress, in G malor.
Cardew is careful to mark the contrasting moods: the first 'lyrical', expresing
the plight of the workers whose "only
reward has been hardship and strife";
the second 'militant'. is in G major and
ciearly expresses the optimism of a class
imbued with the spirit of Socialism.
This is followed by the two tunes in
counterpoint, which brings about the

final

of the first tune,
in the tonic ma jor

metamorphosis

stated elaborately

to conclude the piece.

Dedications
"l have just heard, with great sorrow, of
the tragic death of Comrade Cornelius
Cardew.

"He

became

my friend during the

last

I developed great admiration for h is rare qualities of artistry,
five years and

courage, integrity and lasting devotion

to the working

class.

"His death will inspire us all to fight
for the eternal triumph of
the freedom of the working class."

tenaciously

Dr. Bernard Stevens

There is only one lie, There is only one

truth

A setting for four-part chorus and piano
of a Canadian revolutionary poem which
Cornelius Cardew wrote for the lnternationalist Youth Concerts in Britain
in 1980. The text takes up the lies of

the sham socialists, the revisionists and
opportunists. lt compares the words
about freedom, democracy, and so on,
which are the stock in trade of the

Kremlin, with the criminal deeds of the
Soviet leadership since the death of
Stalin. And it says:
'Twenty three years of a great big
lie

of Khrushchev, Kosygin and Brezhnev.
Confrohts, like a little mouse, the
giant invincible truth
Of the lnternational Proletariat. '

" .. . Cornelius. . . used to come tomy
house to use my library, particularly my
books of Albanian folk music. ln the

course of his visits my wife and I conceived a great admiration for him. He
seemed

to us a man of enormous talents,

honest, modest, sincere and of devoted
purpose . . . the kind of rare person to
whom the adjective 'pure' can be applied

without mawkishness. Moreover he was
on the threshold of new developments
in the deep problem of creating music
of high quality and encouragement for
the widest possible audience. As a man,
as an artist, as one who was working to
create a better world, he will be sadly
missed. "
Professor A.L. Lloyd

Progressive Cultural Association Cassette

"Cornelius Cardew piano music and songs"
Culture in the service of the people, available
at the concert bookstand.
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of writing exactly
being Iight, answers the first movement's
songs and instrul ttustling rieht,
even fast yet also restlessness with a
mental pieces, but still the very accurate.
sometrmes nearly ecstatic mediQueen Elizabeth Hall anxieties remained. Cardew
tatron,-moved
The
forward
never solved, because thev
opening rutti of
with a
IVlemorial concerts are not are-insuperable, the problemi Brahms's Violin Concerto klnd of searching serenity.
supposed to be packed with ot how to create music that was immaculate but warm.
Max Harrison
lun, but it was much more ac.tively . change people's the orchestral strands beautij
fully
than sa.dness at the prerna- minds about
fused
and
the
dynamics
iss-ues,
,polticalture death of Coinelius and ir was' rhis
failure thai -acutely sensitive. foris getCardew that made last night,s r made the second half even kins, the soloist, stood off
retrospective of his mus[c so , more miserable than the trom rhis rounded wholeness
though nor quite in tlie
profountlly depressing. When 'first.
Elizaberh Hall
manner that he was meant to. Queen
Caldcw was killed in a road
Utopiais
too
splendid
a
.
.
Some of his initial passage- The London Mozart plavers
accident last l)ecember, aged vlston tor
lo be work
45, he had been for more content with anyone
rathei shafie- on Friday celebrated -the
what we heard less, sounded
than two decades one of the here: seventh-rate
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era
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'ihi saygun,
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best
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Another
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drrect proportion to his
difficu.lty, the effect ,"aj HarryQrirer
Paul Griffiths unsatisfactory, even unat- evening.Blech's baton for the
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Stockhausen, whose imporrtrac,tive. Still, it was more
. Written in- 1978, Saygun's
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settle.d in the opening move- plece
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themselves at the outset were
concert with performancEs of thou,gh not rhe music, of hi6 I-ennstedt at least broueht to as
unsurprising as the nocthe first "paragraph,, of the Academic Festival Overture. the concerto'i Finale 6oded turnal
_central Adagio, thr
Confucian ritual lhe Grect In fact, it is a gay potpourri well for Bra[ms,s Symphony
most
effective of tf,e 'thre,r
Learning-, and the previously ot German student songs ,,in No 1, and so it proved. in thi movements.
unplayed Odet' 7l lenrgmatr- the manner of Suppe,', is the slgw introduction to the ter effects Abundant cluswidely spread
cally scored for ten i-nstru- compos-er -said, although he Allegro the feeling of sup- textures, and
the bread - and
ments),,. both showing a Cage- modesrly failed to point out pressed power was most butter
of string orchestra
the superior

Cardew Memorial

llKe rellsn ot purposelessness

severe ,discipline
political

construction.
Last night's performance by

- This sense of dissatis- lhe London Philharmonii
tactton- was not really set at Orchestra
under Klaus Tenrest when Cardew took his n$redt wa$, by such
precepts,
next,-_most vident turn and
in 1972 threw'himself into
revolutionary socialixm. In
$upport of this he at first Philharmonic SO/
repudiared all his earlier
music and embarked on I Paita

Chdtelet, Paris
in Buenos
Aire-s half a century ago but
Carlos Paita, born

there w
coherenc
ality bel
ship"
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was
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turned tt

tion
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composer

compatrir
soloist in
concerto,
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restraint
inherent

hushed
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clarity ol
the first r
primary c
wind in tl
ably emy:i
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positive g
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wa$ not
here.

In
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different

orchestral
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encourag€

the firsr

woodwind

crucial- k
disturb'ed
positive i

even

in

tl

Adagio,

canons of
attacked v

as the fin
challenges

st-riking as wer.e the moments
ryrJtlng, suggested Lutoslaw_
of ferocity which broke oui skr
ln many places. yet these

were cle;

lsolde, followed

range

with Mr
Ir was essentially a rnfluences, it seemed,-deep.
later.
had there was
balanced reading, however. gnly qgne_trated
skin
and the Andante. whicti for all Saygur's fluency, ulg. s
curiously

without an interval
bi.
- ari
Bruckner's longest and
guabl-y most magnificent
symphony, the eighth in C
rnlnor.

lt

orchestra-

- Paita gave

names

Ieader, Ifo

pal horn,

first oboe
solos of f,
the first
and first

West.

Innocen

a Ladn A

every

unltled rnstrument.
The acoustics

of the Chite.
Chateler.
let _stage are not ideal for
_Their programme consisted orchestral music. Woodwind
of the

r

fa

contexts, I
goers: Jac

indication of appieciating th;
momentous character of the

work, including its more
relaxed and quieter music.
and he had conveyed hi6
appreciation to his orchestra.
wh.o. played like a truly

r

The list

members

for a new

somely carpeted string texture at the beginning of the
Adagio, and its reprises, or
the determined, biass-dominated march which opens the
fin-ale.

I

and warm

was a very serious

pro_gramme indeed

of

they had

resident in Swirzerland for
In the symphony the tutti
the pasr 15 years, havine sound-qualiry
was authentiwr-rrked with several British cally
orchestras, decided to form exam,ple Brucknerian. for
the hushed, handhis own. It is called the

Philharmonic Svmohonv
Orchestra and is lias6d
"i,
London, and has been work.
ing with him for some six
months in recording studios.
Now, Paita is bringing his
orchestra on to the public
concert platform. Before
making their British debut
on Wednesday in the Barbican Hall, he and they gave
concerts, Iast week, in
France and Switzerland. I
heard their public debut in
Paris, at the Th6Atre du

Us.,.

cals tln a supermarket shelf. I
four years working tJ
,spen{in.e
verdl. rn these eirly operas yo
can spor the seeds 6t itrai tslt
comei then when you arrive at th

ductor wor

tempi and
Paita's vir

Paita: scrupulous
detail in Wagner were some;
trmes swamped by the time a
tor_t-e reached the middle
stalls
even with the rising

symphony

but scrup,
nuance, a
tentive t(
significanc

he drew tl
urged

it

f,

discreetly,
sixth theme
on horns at th; pupposeful
Prelude and Liebestod counter-subjects in Bruckner climaL. of the Tristan prelfrom lYagner,a Trislqn und and supporting contra&Intal ude. We were able to eh;oy
the immediacy Bnd tohat
1
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ORDER

O}' SERVICE

Although the liturgical postures for the congregat ion
are marked below, any visitor should feel free to sit,
especially during the music by the Choir.
Processional Hymn 157
Priest: The Lord be wi.th you

thy spirit
Almighty God, unto whom all hearts be open, aII
desires known, and from whom no secrets are hid:
cleanse the thoughts of our hearts by the inspiration of thy Holy Spirit, that we may perfectly
love thee, and worthily magnify thy i{oly iiame I
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amcn.
Kyrie elesi.on (Lord, have mercy, Christ h:rrre

Response: And with

All:
(stand)

Choir:
(

sit)

mercy! Lord hnve mency)

Gloria in excelsis Deo
(G1ory be to God on high and in earth peace,
good will towards men. ,.rle praise thee, r.re
bless thee, we worship l"hee, we glorify thee,
we give thanks to thee for Lhy great glory, O
Lord God, heavenly King, Gorl the Father ,ilnni5;hty.
0 Lord. the only-begotten Son, Jesus oirrisL:
O Lord Gsd, Lnmb of God, Son of Lhc i',.rtire r.,
that takest away the sins of l.he vrorld,
h;rve rnercy upon uso Thou that takest away the
sins of the world, receive o'.rr prayer.
Thou th;rt sittest at the right hanrl of riod
the Father, hrive mercy upon u.s.
For thou onl]r art iloly; thou only art the I.er,.i
thou on1y, O Chri-st, wj_th the IIoIy Uho.st,
art the Nost l{igh, in i-he g}ory oi' iod
the Iather. Amen.
Priest: Collect for the Day
( kneel or sit)
Reader: Epistle
( srt
Choir:
(

sit)

;

)

(lhoir:

(sit)

Gradual

q-

)eacon:

t'-t
! u

rrril

u$..q

GosPel

/

Sermon
Pricst:
(sit)
Choir:
Credo in unua Degr"l
( r;i.anC)
( I believe in one God the I'ather air,righty,
mai{er of heaven and earth,
and of all things visible and invisible:
;rnd in one Lorri Jesus Christ, the onlybegotten Son of God, begotten of hi.s Fathe:.
"before a}] worlds, God of Godn Light of iight,
very God of very God, begotten, not maCe,
bei"ng o.f one substance vrj-th ti:e I'ather',
bi' r+i'iom a}i thirrgs 'r,,ere ma.deI
r.rhc for hs men and for" our salvation
carne doun frcrn heavenn
and was incarnate by the l{o1y Girost
o-f trhe Virgin i'1i,.ryo anci was rnade man!
also for us under Pontius
rld rvas crucified
:. sulJlered
--'il-ate. rle
and was buried.
and the thir<i day he rose aEain according to the
scriniures, ilnd ascended. into he:rven,
end r:itteth on tht-. ri11ht hi,n6 o1 the iiather.
,\nd lie sireill come agai-tr i.iith ;.lory
t.c judr:e botil tire quick;ind the dead:
'..;irose irinrldom sh;rl-1 h rve no endo
.'.r,1 I beIieve in lhe lloly Ghost. the LorLil
Liic Li iver ol life, who proceedeth from the
,".'rLher:rnrl tlie Son, vrito witli tire iatller aild
i,r.e "ion together is worshipred and gl"orified.
vrho spalfie b; the p:'ophets. And I believe one
iioil,' catiroiic a.nd apos Lol-ic Church.
I aclcnot,rledge one baptism foi' the rerniseion
of sins" 'intl I lool": for the resurrection of
the dead, anci the }ife of the worl(l to como.)
l)c:rcon: Prayers of fnte:lcession
( i,.neei or
.Lf t.er each sec lion bhe lleacon vri"11 say;
Lord. in thY mercY
: i t. )

Rcsponse:

He.rr ortr nraye:'
-Lnviial-ion'co Confession

ie:rccii:
(l:ncc1 or sit)

A11:

Priost:
(

kneel or

Almighty God, our heavenly Father, iare have
sinned against thee, through our st/yn fault,
in thought, and word., and. deed, and in what
we have left undoneo We are heartily sorryr
and recent of all our sins. !.or thy Son our
Lord Jesus Christrs sake, forgive uL all that
is past I and grant that vre may serve thee in
newness of 1ife, to the glo:.y of thy name. Amen
Absolut icn

sit )
Priest:

The Peace
The peace of the Lord be always with you
All:
And with thy spirit
Offertory Hymn 102 ( t'he Coltection is taken here)
Priest:
The Lord be with you
( stand)
Ilesponse:
lLnd with thy spirit
(

stand)

Priest:

Iiesponse:

Priest:

Lift up your hearts
l'le lift them up unto the Lorcl
Let us p5ive thanks unto the Lord our
I L is meot and rigiri. ,.jo to do

Priest:

Pre face

Hesponse:

stand)
Choir:
(

Cho ir :
( s tand)

Priest:
( kneel or
sit)
Choir:
(

kneel or
sit)

l..ianc
(

God

tus

tloly, ho1y. ho1y1 Lorri ,.jori of 1{osts.
heaven :rnd earth are full of thy glor;1 .
Glory be to lhee. O Lorcl most high.)
tus
(Blessed is he that cometh in rhe name
of the Lord. l"losanna in the highest. )
Consecrat ion
Bene dic

Agnus Dei
(O Lami: of (.lod, th;rt takest arvay the r;ins
of the world, hirve mercy upon uS.
O Lamb of God ... o.. ho.ve nlercjr uJ)on us.
O Lttmb of Goci...... graat us thy peace.

Priest:

t,reak this bread to share in the
bo,lJ of Christ.
Though we are many, ure are one klody,
because we all share in one breadn
Pater Noster ( Ihe Lordl s Prayer)

We

,iesponse:
Cltoir:
(i:neel or
sit)

ihL: ^dministralion
A11 baptized ancl comr.nunicant members
of their o'"rn denorninations are invi_ted
t-o receive the Sacrament.

.ilier
Al. 1 :
\

Comnr-rnion l

i:r,e,:1 cr
:.i t)

lrir;t:

(1,:,reel o.

Almighly God, tre tharrk thee ior. f eeding us
vrith the bod..,l and blood of th1,' Son Jest_rs
christ our l,orcl . '1i1p6ugh him vre of f er
thee our souls and bodies to be a living
llc-nd us out in Lhe power of
sacrifj.ce.
th:f iipirit.
to lj.ve and vrork to tht,.
praise and glory. ,n,nen
i'inal ,llr':s.-in;_

sii)

i roct:s;.i onrr] ]l','s11 't,:''I
l'o.ri. lrrde
r)errcrrn:
Go fort.h in peace
:'c.r;nonse: 'lhanks be t-o God.

Cot'iee ruil1 be served in 1.he Pari.sl; i{a11 fo}}o,rini
::er''.'fcg. /i11 are inviteri i.o join r,rs.
;i/iC

r{iiD },Ill I :j'i'il,HIi

Celebrant: i<ev ij. lt. linickerbocker
i)eacon :
ilev i'. r.l . ii',rrling
tlubdeacon: .lohn Val-etitine

i-}ie

ORDER OP SERVICE

Prelude - Wind Ensemble
ProcessionaL Hymnz L57 - Comer lio1y Ghost

Introit

Sentance

Col1-ect for Purity

Kyrie Eleison - StravinskY: Choir
Gl-oria - Stravinsky: Choir
coflect for the Day
Epistle - Subdeacon
Gradual- - Stravinsky, tt?he dove dedcendingtt: Choir
GospeL - Deacon
Sermon
Creed - Stravinsky: Choir
intercessions - Deacon
lnvitation to Confessio[ - Deacon
Confession
Absolution
Peace

Offertory }Iynnr l-O2 - My 6ong is
Sanctus - Stravinsky: Choir
Benedictus - Siravinsky: Choir

1.ove unlsrown

(omit starred, verses)

Conserecation

/fficti.on
I

\Agnus Dei - Stravinsky: Choir

Pater Noster - Stravinshy:

Admini-si,ratLon
Husic; - Rachmaninov,
Thanksgiving
83-essing

rf

Choiz'

Bogorod.itse Dievor!:'-Choir

zDismissai - Deacon
/ ero.*rsionaL llymn | 52? (gH64f Sine Nomine) - For aLl. the saints
I Postlude -
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ll
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ll
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*uppor.t and aer many sponsors and. walkers as possible.
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MUSIC LIST

Saturdqv Evenlns Concert
Brahms

7 Songs, 0p.62

Elgar

The Shower
The Fountai.n
Like to a danask rose

Schubert

Stlndchen

Gebet
INTERVAL

Salnt-SaBns

Elgar

I walted for the Lord
I was glad

l,lendelssohn

Parry

r

Sungav Mornlng Eusharis!
Mass:

nult

Calme de

Les fleurs et les arbres
Lovers Tempest
O Wild West Wlnd
Give unto the Lord

J_Oasl

Dvorak

iv.lass

ln

D

Gradual: Stravinsky

The dove descendlng

x

Connunion: Stanfond

Beati

X
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Adni,saion bq Pnognamme: t l

PROGl
.62

@ung
gantand

gitrl gou to

Bnahma

pLcb noaes don a
lten
Lovei,
btrt
onlq
can
{on
$Lnd ,LoteilarlA, dnom
wh,Lclt ahe Lndwt that h?n Lovett i,s dead, aince ahe can

now or*g mabe a. wnea,th.
2. Von al.ten LLebu%qdenn: a. qoung man tuLdu to mee-t
rfiet1 Zing tne old Lovuonga
od the ti.tle., unL(l he i,s dnLven attaq bq tlrc godtipt.
3. ltlal4esnaehtt the poe,t de,swLbu ttte pence o( mind tn
(onut a.t wLgl,Lt.
be
4. Oen HULzX.aLn mild: tlte opening o{ bud,s bq the nighf

hiAwuz

Tunffihe
dew@

od the {nfinnice o{ the d,Lowetts
aolett tl,te ltUhLde.
5. AU meine Henzgedanlzen: the poet lihens the thctugh.tt
odffitlebnul,
and,saqa ttwx h{

lna.tn't Lalglled once tLnce h,U Loven ytanted dnom h,in.
Es geh,t ein {tlzlrcn tQ,ll,s o{ the wind't bnLde, who is
6eatLehing
o@L-ffi.e Lud {on a ma-te wi-th wl+om the eoa

6,

natt.

7.

en

V

nLA8

i.tt min GLlleb. und Hoil - gone is mU ttappirtlltlg d. de eoetn o( a

coutt-ttq Lovur-, aeL

THE

bt1

Ln an anehaLe modal AtALe.
ELgan

SHOT,IER

TH-EMTAT.N

ffiWo6
Vauglnn.

poent bq tl,te l7tlt cetttunq poe,t llennq

LIKE TO THE
ROSE
An eattLq rong ,se.tting
'AMASKwond,s bg S,inon Watte.[],
.[on denaLe voice.t ond pLano.

ELgart
annange-d

Sehub ent
Jul,La Fleld - contnal.to
"(t)e clcezyt th.tough the danbnus to hnocb at mA ,sleeping
twee,theoat',s doott. Ui.th one- volce we crLA 'do not
tleep, wlten one who Lovu qou i.t hene. Such Love a,s
wLne i,s desllul than got-d; ao rfihen [n Lendah,Lp and Love
,spealz, do not ,sX.oep' . But even mU wond,t and mq gL6tA
cannot ,Louae Aou, Lo Le,t u,s now atzal clwLeLLq au)aA" .
STAN'CHEru

I.AMME
GEBET

Schub

ent

WT, {ountain-heod od atl goodne,st and. miglrt,
u,tl+o,se btea.th irs Ln tl+e ao[tut blbuomd and the
{iueut Atorffit, oll thq peopLe pnaUe thee. ThA
wiL be done, Ln the bi-tten 6*Shf and in pence a.t
homz; ond wl,teieven I ma4 bz, I an Ln commuwLon wLtl,t
thee, and I bel,Leve tJxat I ahatl come ta e.tulnnL ,Lut

in

heaven".

INTERVAL
0E

CALl,lE

@tlqe

wi,tl+ tlne

bn

Saint-SaV.nt
catn poe,tttq od nLght, covttlto"sted

NUIT

Lghtnua and bu,stle

LES FTEURS ET tES
deptl,u o{ torrnow cM
beau.tq.

ARBRES

od daq.

ntq

Saint-SaV.nd

we arLe
we appneeiate na,tune in
wl+en

in t!+e

a.tl i,tt

L|VE' S TEM?EST
r@r-a.tion

Elgan

dtrcm the RuaLan poe,t MaLtzoT,
cornpilLQA tlte t Lslng 06 a tenput wi-tl,t the awabewLng
od Love Ln thte poe,t't heattt.

O WILD U)EST

Wou,t

GIVE UNTO THE

ode bq ShetLeq.
ELgatt
and ongan od P,saln 29.

LORD

@donclnonts
I WAITEO FOR THE LORD

MendeLd,soLtn

Cafi.te)L

- ;opruylot

The well-lznown due-t. and cltoruts dtom

Pn*Ue'

ELgan

WT,NO

the

'Hqmn o[

.

GLAD

1 0AS
?a.nzqTW-a-amTQnt, wi.th wond,s dtum ?dafun 122, wa,t compo,sed
don- tlte- cotonation od Edwand Vl\.

The ENGLISH

CfIAMBER CHlIR

wa.t (ounded

Ln 1972.

GUA

?ruthelwe becane Choinnattett Li 1973 and hat conduo-ted
the Choin at. maion Lovr.don conce),t ho'lll, at aevetul
Leoding
$uLLvol,t attd on BBC Televi-tlon. The Cltoitt
-wlile
nepetloiste, wi.th a pantiulnt enpha-ti,t on
ha,t a
compoaetu and i.t al'to well tznattn Ln
EngUth
muAlc bq
the wonll oi pop nualc, hnving appeaned in both the
attd neeond,LngE 06, (on exomple,
concutt. putdoru,ancu
)Tomnq' 'and-Rioh \loh.anonta
'Jotttueq tn tlp Centne a.d .
the Eloa-th' . The Choitt (nequentlt1 gives unautmponLel"
eonce)ttA, btrt al'so appeila wi,th a runbu od pttodutlonot irailunento'L entqbl"u, Lne-ttding the Acalenq
o{ AnoLent. fuulc, Na Nova and the ?hi-l,Lp Jonot Btuat
Eyauble.

a acholatuluLp to Magdalu College
in muic. Adtul
(uithut atuliu o.t the Guildha.?l, he [/ru] ryy t"
itwmlnenee aA d, conduelon in 1971 on dotming.the
'contempotuay
mtulc euembLe Spee.ttun, wi.th ukieh he
hoa brwadutt on tra.d,Lo, appeaned a.t. the Sou,th Banb Ln
London and. a.t. Lea.d,Lng duLLvalt in Hollnvtd and' Genmenq. Hi,s widut nepu,tation i.a in the {i?-A od contwnponan4 mulc. He conduc*t a wLde vwie-tg od
e-ltoisu and ivatrunentnL grt-oupt in muic dtun ovut
dlve eenfuitiu and. also wni.tet extevulvelU on muaic,
GUy ?RlTHERlE won

0x$ond and gained an Honoutu degnee
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Give uuco the Iard

Elgar oade this eetting of Pealo 29 for the 1914 Eegtival of the
Sons of the Clergy held at St Paulre Cathedral; his rrell-{($om

ability to evoke por.er aad draqa ia displayed here, al ie hir
rense of the nunioour.
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Kyrie - Cloria - Credo - Saoctut - Benedictus - Agour Dei

vrote this mass in 1887, for the dedication of a privrtc
chapel built in Luzany for Joeef Blavka, a disringuished philethropic architect and the first President of the Czech Acadely of
Dvorak

Arts. Tbe first perforunce vas smething of a
faroily occasion: rhe soprano soloisr gae Hlavka's vife, Zden.k.a,
and the contralto Dvorahrs raife, Anna. The scoring uas origioally
for choir and orgao, but io l89f Dvorak rade an orchestraL version
for a perforoance at the faoous series of coacerts given by Augurt
l{arns at Crystal Palace io London.
Sciences and

'fHL ENGLISH CHAI.{&ER CHOIR yas f oundeJ in }971 by the t)r,,rducror David
)ieashao and has since built up a uide repertoire, ranging froa the
l6th century to the present day, uith a particular cm1:hasi-e on rnrsic
by English composera. !{enbership oI che Clroir is nade up of young
ffiteur singers of a high standard, reveral of nhom have undertaleu

professiooal training.

ttall, at St Johlra,
Smith fuuare and the Queen Elizabeth tssll.
Iiurther inforuation about the Cboir *nd r(u activities cao be obteioed
froo Ana t{aoly, 8 Alna Square, l,ondon NIJ8 9QD, tel: Ol 285 3944.
The Choir has recenlly appeared at tire l.ipore

CUY PROTHERO|

;..

s scholarship to Higdelen College, Oxford

and

graduated uitlr an llonours Degree in !{usic.
He cori,,,...,.t iris performing
studies at the Cuildhall School of Hrrsic and first ciue io prouioeuce
as a conductor in l97i on forming rh,) conteuporary music ensemble" Spectnn.
Since then he lras gained his gidest ceputarion in the field of conteuporarl/
uusic, both classical aDd pop. At rhe opy,.,-rLe end of the uusical
extreBr he is rroted I or conduct ing r:arIy msic.
Cuy l'rotheroe has been cotductor of t.he Eng,li"sh Chmber Choir since 191:
appearing vith them in rhe mjor London concert haIls and leadi-ng festivslr,
often sith professional iostrurentalists,
iocluding the Philip Jones Brass
Euseable anrl the Acadeuy of Anci.ent l{usic.

[b also yrites extensively on ursic, especially for broadcastiug.

LAN CURROR

vas a Junior f,xhibitioner

at Trinity

College of Xusic before

6tudyi.ng the organ uith John Birch at. the Roya} College of Husic, shere h*
is nou himelf a Professor.
Appointed Organisr of the P.oyal }lospital
Chelsea in 1974 he is only the fourrcenth ro hold rhe pos[ since 1693.

lle is uuctr in demand as a recitalist
and broadcasts r,.!rlarly
on BBC [adio 3.
lle plays organ continuo vith rlell-trrowrr choirs and orchestras and ig a
nember of the Ranelagh Consort, a Erjo shich made irs highly succeesful
debut in l98O at the Purcell Rooo

started t() play the rurnet at the age of seven, and later
On leaving
[.Lrzabeth College he jotned the Band of the l.Je1si. .:.ds and is nou Principal
Corne! and [and Warrant Officer.
Ht studied trunp!.1 vith c]re Late Horace
Ilaker at rhe Guildhall School of l.iusic and is also principal Trumpet aod
assistant conducror to Edvard Gregson yirh the London Col.legiate Brasr.
STEWART GAUDION

pl;rre11 in a local band r,, {l\rernsey, t,is place of birth.

The firsi mention of an organ is in 1838, when the nuclcus of thc prescnt
instrument was given to the church. Its attractive Gothic casc has some Renaissancc
details and looks rather earlier than that; most of the pipcwork is considercd by
an organ builder who has inspccted it to bc of the prcvious century, possibly by
George Pike England. It was a small one-manud organ of eight stops and a pedal
bourdon-unless the latter was a subsequent addition; though the lowcr part of
the front of the casc looks as if it was atways intended to framc a pcdal board.
The manual stops included a tenor C keraulophon, a hybrid rare in carly nineteenthcentury organs but latcr popularised by Gray and Davison, and a three-rank
sesquialtera" drawing in halves, whosc composition was (and still is) 17, 19,22 to
tenor F, 12,19,22 to middle 8,12.15,17 to treblc F sharp and 8, 12, 15 for thc
remainder. The division was at middlc B-C, so that cornet voluntarics which

respected ttrat dividing line could be played by drawing only thc top half of thc
stop. This instrument did duty until 1893" whcn Hill added a six'stop swell,

typical of the period, with threc of its ranks haring I comtn66 stopped wooden
bass from tenor C. Hill may also have rais*d the wind prcssure to its Present
3 in., for this would have becn on the high sidc for a small orgaa in 1838.
By 1960 this old orgBn wiur traturally in pretty poor condition, full of dirt, with
much of thc mechanical action cithcr broken or not working properly and somc
of thc mctal pipcs collapsing and litcrally spcechless. The usu:.i suggesiioas for a
complctc rebuild with electric action and a detached conrcle, or replaccmcnt with
an electronic instrumeut, were not lackinS. Luckily Anthony Scott, a compos.r
with a dislikc of ivory towers and an enthusiasm for old organs which leads him
not only to play them but also to repair them, who had already shown at scveral

churchcr in thc district that hoocst rctoratioE could bc bo& cffcctive and
camparatively chcap, *ns askcd to hclp. Hc decidcd to try and givc the church an
instnrmsnt adcquatc for thc normal scrvices but also suitablc for thc standard
orgao rcpcrtory-which" for him, means primarily Bach aod his forerunners and
contsmporarics. Funds wcre limited; eventually about f 1,500 was expended. The
cost wes boroc by Miss Priscilla Ashlcy, in memory of membcrs of hcr family.
Apart from thc repair and general refurbishing of thc instrumen! the main
consideration was to make thc pedal morc varied and indepeodent and to give the
grcat chorus thc extra brilliancc d*sirablc for adequatc per.formance of music of
thc ssventccnth and eightecnth ccnturics. This had to be rione not only on a
limitcd budget but in limited space, for it had bcen firmly ,Jecided that there
should bc no ugly projections beyond thc lincs of the old c+:;e. Tlte multun-inpuw plan adoptcd was to xdd 3 drrlzian raok at 16 ft., 8 ft. and 4 ft. to the pedal,
makiag it a'dailablc at 16 ft. also on the great, and to balance ihis by providing
that manrrel with a boldly-scaled threc-rank mixture of 22,26,.i9 for the lowest
octaver 19, 4 26 from tenor C t,: middlc F sharp, 15, 19, 22 theoe to treble G
and 12, 15, 19 to the top. These stops had to be on electric action, of cour:e. At
some earlier timc it had apparently bccn intended to have another stop or the
great, for there was spacc for the pipes against which "4 ft- flute" was pencilled
on the upper boards. Conical metal pipes for this stop were accordingly inserted
dowD to tenor C. For thc rcst, the old soundboards and mechanical action were
rcpaircd and adjusted thc ncw reeds and mixture were given rocking tablets abovc
the well keys and foot controls in thc shape of ttrrec reversible pedal pistons, the
manual keys were rcfaccd with new ivorics and the old straight pedal board was
picccd up. Some of the bass pipcs in the towers of the case had folded up so badly
that. thcy could not bc rcpaired and'were replaced with new oncs madc by
Nicholson and Company ($/orcesrcr) Ltd., who also supplied the mixture, dulzian
and 4 fL flurc pipcs. Thc spcci:' :;rrion followr:
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This trcatmcot of a smdl, old orgra of ao spcial distinction wa!, to put it no
morc strongly, unusual and I sat down to play it for thc Erst timc with dubious
curiosity. But all doubts as to the wisdom of what had bcctr donc disappeared. Thc
clear, unforced tone of thc old work, including thc Hill swell, is what onc might
havc expccted aftcr a sympathctic buildcr had clcancd and regulated it; thc only
rcal changc oftone quality has bccn in the oboc, which has bccn broadened until
it rescmbles a small-scalc trumpct and is therefore useful when thc full swell is
balanced against a moderate grcat in works which necd two choruscs similar in
volume but different in quality, likc the "Dorian" Toccata and other Bach pieces.
The real surprise is in the way the new work blends with and complements the old,
particularly fi6 drrlzisa rank. With all threc reeds thc pcdat is a telling bass in
org(mo pleno effcr,tg yet the rank is so regulated that at 4 ft. it makes a good solo
against the quieter manual flucs in, for instance, those Bach preludes which have
a 4 ft. C.F. in the pedal. Great chonrs to sesquialtcn fu emple for many purpos€s;
with mixture and 16 ff dnlrian it bscomes a vcritable plein jan for Couperin and
Cldrambault or, with thc pedal bourdon and reeds, the showier toccatas of
Buxtehude. The @al can be surprisingly independent: for instance, I found that
bourdon and t ft. dulzian without coupler made a good bass for great to principal.
More recent music can bc played quitc effectively: the Howells Rhapsodics and
Psalm Preludes and evco Messiaen's Apparition dc I'Eglbe Etemelle went well.
Hindemith's second and third Sonatas ideally require a mone varied independent
pcdal, but they werc quirc playable-more so, indee4 than on many a much
bigger instrument with only two or threc booming wood stops on the pdal.
Thc Ramsbury organ has bccn successfully broadcast on several occasions; it
ha-q so6liaed well with stringp in performanccs of organ conoertos by Handel and
An&ony Scott; it has providcd an uaobtnrsivc but varied contirau, for vocal
worls of thc scventcsnth and eightecnth ccnturics, and it has bccn admired by such
players as John Birch and Christopbcr Oearntcy. Thc last time I playcd i! in
preparation for writing this article, I tried to cstch it out, as it were, by trnng
over Bach's Eighteen Chorales, which I supposc make greatcr demands for subflety
of registration thaa aay othcne of his chorale preludes; to my great pleasure therc
was not onc which could not be effectively rcgistcred. It was a relief in Ntm donket
alle Gott to be ablo to dispcnsc with a pcdal couplcr: trumpct and twelfth for right
hand C.F., swell to fiftccnth (opcn) for thc other maoual parts, and pedal bourdoo
and 8 ft- dulzian sounded perfectly well for this. In Yon Gott will ich nicht lasscn
I like to usc a fairly bright 8 fL and 2 ft. combination oE the manual against a
4 ft rccd for thc y:dal C.F.; at Ramsbury I found the swell stopped diapasou
rathcr overweightcd by thc fiftecnth, so I was ablc to play thc manual parts on
great stopped diapson coupled to swcU fiftccnth, sincc thc 4 ft- pedal rccd madc
mc indepcndent of pcdal couplcrs.
Thc foregoing dctails of registration show how rccourceful this small old organ
haq bccomc after a comparatively modest but imaginativc schemc of restoration.
Naturally it will not satisry organists who still want to plny Finlodiz and similar
transcriptions, but it is aot meant to. Rsmsbury folk are lucky in that thc work
was done by a friend of the church who did trot want to make aa enormous profit;
but cven if thcy had scrappcd thc old orgao and spcnt twicc as much on a new
orc, thcf would hrdty havc obtaincd rn instruEcut of so much bcauty and
varicty. No notc on it would bc complctc without a word about thc casc. Profcssor
Pcvsncr has dcscribd it as a'tcry prctty Gothick pice", which it ccrtainly is
nowi It Eay bc doubtcd whcthsr UiwbUa Uvc thought it as prctty if hc had scen
it bcfor" thc layers of dirty brown paiat werc scraped off and replaccd by a light
grcy, E'ith much gilding of the corniccs aud pinnaclcs and dark red for the console.
This scheme of dccoration was suggestcd by Mn. Gcrald Finzi and has givea thc
church a visurl as wcll as aa aural assct
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NEXTTERMTS COI(CXAIS

0ctober 9: Steeple Aston, Oxfordshire
FURCELL

Remember not, Lord
Jehovah qua&. multi s:"lnt
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Give r:nto the Lord
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4: St Johnts Smith Square

Requiem

Eb Sinfonia Concertante

-{lto sol-oist: Julia Field
Guy is prepared to be kicked into organising the resr t! r'**
soloists vrell in adr.ance I
4 or December 11: Carols at Christchurch,
9avin is tg fin"jl out rrhai sgrt. of ,pto$ramns is requi:"ed
December

5.

flc,r-:thgate
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There

is the possibility of taking part in a Bax ceni,errary

concert in June at St Bartholomewts. This r^rould be part *f
the Festival organised by the Park Lane Group, who wou-r d 1;aY
for everything except performerst fees, and 71% of the 'l*i,:"'
money would go to the choir. this might be the sort *f c*ncert
which the Ntr'it{S would lcok favourab}y on.

